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HADDEN MAY HAVE TROU
BLE BEFORE BEING ABLE TO
TAKE HIS SEAT.

J. B.

a

l

Your Eyes
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Work

6-

need

Difficulties In

In the 23rd

Attention
Solid

M

experience is at

Joe

store for not less than

any hardware

50c. CAN YOU BEAT

IT?

B.

All new subscriberscan get the News
from now until Jan. 1st, 1914, and a Kitchen
Set for a $1.00

bill.

not entitled to a place upon the bal
lot.

But that Is not all. In the

HARDIE

ment book, It

on the Zero days and the

19 W. 8th

Sheet

windy, blustering days— the Perfection Smoke-

Heater gives them real solid comfort
saves them many a coM and sickness for it easily
warms the rooms not reached by the ordinary heat
The PerfectionHeater is made with nickel trimmings (plain steel or enameled turquoise-bluedrums).
Ornamental. Inexpensive.'Lasts for years. Easily
moved from place to place.

less Oil

AND VAU HARRY MAX CHARGED WITH OB
TAININQ (MONEY UNDER
BROKEN INTO
FALSE PRETENSES.
night the Brink Book

BRINK'S BOOK STORE
•

PELL'S STORE

store they

Perfect

charged,

*

Glasses

UmBam Corporation)

The man who
worked this game on Meyers had
been going under various names. At
one time he gave the name of J. H.

a bigger haul getting amounting to $7.60.

may

be taken into the court.

Job this 'morning and he communlcat McIntyre, at another Herald Mointyre
Of course there is another recourse
ed with the sheriff'sdepartment in Among some of the people of Holland
for all candidates whose elections are
Grand Haven. There are few clews he was familiarly known as "Tanly
disputedIn this manner. The senate
to work on. It seems that the rob- Max.” It develops that bis real name
and the house are Judges of the seats
bers got Into the buildings through Is Harry Max.
of their own members. If Dr. Hofma
back windows and the Jobs had much
From the second to the ninth ot
for instance, does not land his seat
through the board of canvassers he Is almllarlty to the ones that have November he worked at Waverly as
been pulled off In Holland during the dispatcher and he boarded at the
entitled to file a petition with the state
past couple of months.
Meyers' cafe. He toM Mr. Mey#r of
senate, make his charges of irregula
check for seventy five dollars that,
aritiesand leave It up to the senate
he
had coming. But according to his
UNIQUE
POLITICAL
MOVE
to determine his right to the seat. The

Fitting

DumUn Eomrywkm

made

In which that lead pencil word was
away with about $95 in cash and sev
written in and as to the time it was
eral dollars worth of pons, etc.
written in and these matters,' it is
Deputy Sheriff Kitts was put on the

It

COMPANY

enroll

Is charged the letter

"R” Is marked In Ink after Haddon’s
During the
name, signifying that he was enrolled
store and the Vaitfell harness shop
A clever game was worked on Fred
as a Republican. Over this, In lead
were burglarlied and the burglar or Meyer, proprietor of Meyer’i Cafe,
pencil, Is written the word "progres
bunglars got away with so:nelhlng that restaurant man Is $52.80 out la
sem.”
Charges are made as to the manner over a $100 In cash. In the Brink cash as well as two meal tickets

Jeweler and Optician

(Am

face of the returns

ma, republican. Now It Is charged
Hadden was not enrolled as a Nation
al Progressive and consequently.was

for examination.

1

OIL

This Kitchen Set retails in

Hadden, Bull Moose, Is elected by :»
small pluralityover Edward N. Hof

your service. No charge

^EBFectio]
Smokclcs*

STANDARD

for

Kitchen Set Free.

be waged in the courts before
the result of the election ls\ settled.

THE

At

one year’s
the News can get a

paying $1.00

subscription in advance to

senatorial district,

ly, to

On the

People

All winter long—

All subscribers

which includes Ottawa and Muskegon

Comfort
Our

....

counties, an interesting battle Is like

9

Old

Latest Returns on your Honey

Regard to Ballot

Marking

Brings

to

of CanvatilngBoard Brings Out

|

:

!

*

VAN’S

CAFE25c 3£

Charles A. Weldenfellerof Bloom- story It had to come from the Grand
same is true in several other Instanc
ingdale, formerlyof HplUmd, Repub- Rapids office and It would take a lit
es in which the elecUons of one or
lican candidatefor the legislature,
another candidate are in dispute.—O. last week filed with Gov. Osborn a tie time. He showed Meyer a number of supposed proofs that the mon
R. Herald.
conditional resignation.He asks the
executive to acept it If he le elected,j ey was really coming to him. Among
the event of a Judgment being these proofs were telegramsfrom the
OTTAWA COUNTY WOMAN HUNT- in
rendered against him In the case of Grand Rapids office In regard to the
ING DEER
L. J. Lewis. The suit alleged fraud
j money. These telegramsare said to
Ottawa county will not go unre- and libel In the manner Weldenfeller
have been fakes composed by himself.
obtained
the
nomination.
To
the
peopresented In sportswomenIn the
deer country this season. The first ple of Van Buren county he said he He declared that out ot the $75 comand only woman to have secured A wished to be elected but did not wish ing he had to pay some Insurance so
licence for deer hunting at the office to hold for an hour a tainted office.
that the amount that would be left
of County Clerk Glerum Is Mrs. Ethel He declared Lynn's charges empty
would be $67.80. Having gained the
and
that
the
legal
proceedings
would
Kinney of Nunica.
complete confidence of the restaurant
Mrs. Kinney Is 26 years old, and establish his good faith.
— o
the art she can display In handling
man he secured an advance on the
a rifle Is far above that of the averCONTROVERSY STARTED payroll from him In the shape of two
age deer hunter. Mrs. Kinney vows
BETWEEN REFORMED AND checks amounting to $62.80. Moreov
that she will not return with less
er he had two meal tickets from him.
CHRISTIAN REFORMED
than her allottedshare.
Last night he disappearedand this
o
A somewhat lengthy controversy
3000
LAND
morning Meyers receivedword from
has arisen between the professors ot
DRAINED
Grand Rapids that the man did not
Calvin college and Hope college of
have any money conrug. and had
About 3,000 acres of marsh land In
Allegan and Barry counties will be Holland and pastors and laymen of been working for the company only a
drained for the purpose of raising both the Reformed and Christian Refew days, Max was much in the com
onions. This year without drainage formed churches as to whether Hope
pany of one man named Neal Kirk
the land paid $210 per acre In onions,
college Is a Calvanistlc institution.
while In Holland and Kirk also seems
the latter bringing but 30 ccr.lu per
bushel. A large warehouse nt Martin The controversy was started by Prof. to have disappeared. Tin sheriff's
Is fun of them and a warehouse Is B. K. Kuper of Calvin College who department has bten notified. A
being built at Shelbyvllle to store the wrote an article In the Banner, one
warrant has been sworn out for him
balance of the crop. Much of the of the papers of the ChristianRe
charging him with obtainingmoney
land lays near Gun lake.
formed church, stating that Hope col-o
under false pretenses.
lege did not stand for the principles
VOTE AS UNIT FOR TAFT
Max is about 20 years old; five feet
of the Reformed church. He also
six Inches tall; about 160 pounds in
It is believed that Zapeta county,
gave a general warning to parents of weight; has sandy hair; dark eyes;
but Texas, situated far down the Rio
both thurches regarding conditions
Grande border region of Texas, is the
wears gray overcoat with a bek, gray
at
the school. Prof. A. Raap of Hope
champion Taft county of the Uulfed
cap or brown hat and tanned shoes.
States. There were 375 votes cast In college answered Prof. Kulper's artl
He Is said to have tried several of
the county at the election on Tues- cle In the same paper.
the clothing stores,making effortsto
day, and all of them were for Taft
A. Dykstra, a member of Alpine get clothes on credit, but did not sucpresidentialelectors.
Four years ago the same county Avenue Christian Reformed church, ceed as far as known.
cast a solid vote for Taft. All but then wrote an article In the "Hope,"
five voters In Zapeta county are Mex- the organ of the Reformed church,
ican-Americancitizens.
condemning the views of Prof. Kulper SOUTH OTTAWA TEACHERS TO

CLss and Up-fo-DateRegular Meals

First

Order Cooking

Quick Service |j

Try ourHondura* s Coffee.
We

Oysters by the Pint or
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Quart

John Hoffman. Prop.
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Optical Specialist
24

E. Eighth St, HollaDd
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WARM

GRAHAM ® MORTON LINE
Daily Steamers

A Good
Appearance

between
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is

man

a benefit to any

A Good
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Suit

brings about a good

A
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.

appearance
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Our made-to-your-orderSuits
embodies

all

those little de-

tails and essentialsso easily

overlookedat times. Add

to

these the splendid fit, rich-

Leave Holland 8:00

p.

m. Daily

ness of material and air

of

up-to-dateness,and you have

Going

via St.

Joseph arriving Chicago 4:30 a. m.

Returning

Iv.

Chicago7:00

p.

a Suit to be

Phones:

Local

Local Agent
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MARSH

-
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and upholding Prof. Raap. A. Dyk
MEET IN ZEELAND HIGH
stra was upheld by Rev. J. H. Tietema
SCHOOL NOV. 23
From Sand Lake, Kent county, re- and Rev. G. O. Haan, both pastors of
was fcent two carloads of fancy
The South Ottawa Teachers’assocTAILOR HATTER, ,FURISHER cently
the Reformed church. Now Rev. 1.
Baldwin apples for J. & H. Goodwin.;
iation
will bold a meeting in the Zee
Vander Mel, pastor of the Christian
Eighth Streets
fruit importers at Liverpool, England
and
High
school assembly room on
That firm bought this year more Reformed church at Manhattan, Mon.,
Agency American Laundry
Saturday, Nov. 23, from 10 o’clock in
than 200,000 barrels of American ap- and editor of the criticism column of
ples at an average price exceeding the "De Wachter" Beverly criticized the forenoonuntil well towards even
$4. The growers have been paid
those men who tried to uphold the Ing. The Zeeland high school Juniors
from $2.75 to $3.25 per barrel.. The
will serve luncheon from 12 to 1:00
Over Half-Century.
freight and commislcn Is about $1.25 Holland Institutionand with renewed
o’clock at 25 cents per person. The
better the apples were -packed, force attacks Hope college.
Humphr^ya* Specific* have The
the higher the price.
He says: "Hope college Is not a Re all-day session of the association is a
been used by the people with
new departure and It Is expectedthat
DI6CU88 "LIVE "tOPTcS AT HOPE formed Institutionwhere Reformed
satisfaction for more than BO
more work can be accomplished in
parents can send their children trust
AS CLASS EXERCISES
years. Medical Book sent free.
this way and that it will be highly
The Junior class of Hope college Is Ing that they ^>11 be educatedaccordsatisfactory. The following numbers
IMo* to have a series of class debates in ing to the principlesof their fathers.’
appear
on the program:
1 Perm. OoncwtlODi, InfUmmatiotu ........ ti connection with the course in Argu
The Reformed and Christian Re
S Worma. Worm Peter, or Worm DUmm .£S mentation and Debate with Prof. NyDevotlonals— The Rev. B. Hoffman;
formed churches were formerly one
3 Colic. Cryln* tad Wakefulnoaa ot lufanU.M
4 Dlarrhoo. of Childrenand AdulU. ..........‘45 kerk. The first debate was “Resolv- denominationIn this country, but In "Why Teach Agriculture?"— Principal
ed, that as a Progressive Income tax
T Coaiha. Colda, BroochlUa .....................
H. K. Boer discussion by Principal B.
should be enacted by the Federal the last fifty years, since secession,
5 Toothache.Paceache.NearalfU ...........
• Headache.Sick Headache,Vertigo ..........SS government." The affirmative,Kath they have drifted apart. At the pres Roelofs, Garrietta Schaap, Anna
fO Dytaesale. Indlgeatlon,Week Stomach ..... S8 erine Pelgrim and Cyrus Droppers,
ent time there is a rather Inimical Prulm, Principal H. J. Held; "How
IS Croat, Hoaree Cough,LarynglUe ......... 9ft
which
won
on the merits cf the ques
and Why to Teach Oral Composition
14 Balt Hheam. Sruptlona, Iryelpelae ..........9ft
tlon. The negative, Anne Hamekool spirit existing between the two. It with Language Woj-k; '— Shlrely Har
(ft (theamatlam.
or Rheumatic Palna ......... ‘4ft
has grown so strong that one of the
1ft Peter and Asm, Malaria .................... 93 and Henry Per Keurst, which won on
risen; announcements —
R.
19 Pllea, Blind or Bleeding, External, Internal.9ft the merits of the argument. Tuesday pastors of the Reformed church re
1ft Catarrh, Influenxa, Cold In Head ............9ft there was a debate between C. Muste
Stanton;
business
meeting,
adoption
cently wrote that "All the criticism
fft Whooptag Coach. Spaamodlc Cough .......93
and Hazel Clements for the affirmawhich has been given in the church of constitution;music; "Why Drama
91 Aalho^. Opftrtaaad,DlfflcnltBreathing ......‘4ft
99 Kidney Dlacaae. .... ....
9* tive and Harry Hoffs and Miss Hen- papers of the Christian Reformed tlze Reading Lessons?"—Ada F.
98 MertoaaDohllltV,Vital Weakneaa ..... 1.00 rietta Plasman on the question "Re
Huis; vocal solo — Mina B. Coggshall;
SO Criaarr laeoaUaence, Watting Bad.....V*S solved, that President Taft had more church is nothing but throwing muff’
S4 Bore Throat. Qulnay ......
........»8
right to the Presidency than The- and asks “members of that church to "Should Grades 9- and 10 be Taught
77 Crip, Hay Fever aid Saaacr Colds ......
in Rural schools?”— Yes, by Prin. F.
odore Roosevelt.”
rize in revolt to these actions.”—G.
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Excursion to California

J

contemplating a change

will have an opportunityjoining

to better their conditions,

i

us on

1912 to see and inspect the lands of the
Located

in the great

Ho. roa

a trip November 19tb,

new Holland Colony.

Sacramento Valley California.

M
U

.

Read

letter in

the issue from people that have

recently

N.

visited this locality.

For informationregarding these lands and Excursion Call
or write.

U
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Holland Colony Land Co.
30 W. Eighth

Stmt
Frieling {Ritfcn

Hungers •

Bold

&. Wan Syokle; No, by Adrian -Van
Albert H. Bosch *of Hadfoavilleand
[It HIWM. r^r— i
Fred Gordon of Nunica have been
Farowe; discussion by Prin. John Bt
drawn for service on the Grand Jury
terbeek, .Dora Strowenjana, Zora
FRED
APPOINTED
REMr. Subscriber:— Com* pay your o< the United States District court
Barnaby and Anthony Mulder; "Meth
CEIVER
for the December term. Henry Da
bill if you owe one and get a Kitchen
Fred Wade of Saugatuck has been ods of Teaching History"— Mary O.
Kruif of Zeeland, Bernard Kamps o?
Bst FREE. They aiw fine the adltorift
Zeeland and Robert H. Lange of appointed trustee in the bankruptcy Kelty; discussion
wife taya so and she ought to know. Conklin were drawn on the Tjarerte proceedingsof Andrew H. Crawford,
Jury. Albert Kidding of Holland has owner of the Crawford boat line, who

HUMPHREYS’HOMEO. MIDICIHS

William and Ann

Hollud, Nich.,

"

M

by druggtaU,or lent oa receipt of priee.
8 tree

u.

00..

Cera*

New York.

1

WADE

|

;

alan

RPlf>dPri

OH this jllTYa

failed.

Holland City
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HOLLAND CITY MARKETS
BEACH MILLING CO.
Wheat, red ....
Wheat, white .. .......... @
.......

Oats

•

-

fp

.63

- 0

.36

0

.70

.............
................

...

Corn

-

1.04

1.0?

...................

(Selling Price Per Ton).

OU Meal

MM

0
..........0

37.00

..N.. ..........

Cotton Seed

.

.

32.00

Low Grade ....
Middlings ....

34.00
30.00

1

Feed.............. 0
BL Car Feed .. .......... 0
Cracked Corn .. .......... ©
Corn Meal .... .......... ©
Screenings .....

29.00

Bran

25.00

No.

29.00
29.00
29.00
25.00

.........

Thot. Kiomparem

&

Co.

Hay, Straw, Etc
(Price* Paid to Farmer*)

Bay

hared —

Bay

...........

©
a

............ ......

0

loose

Straw

.......

..

Moltnaar
Better, creamery

------

A De
.

Butter, dairy .....

Eggs

Lamb

Pork

............

.....

Spring Chicken....
Chicken

Beef

.......... -

.............
.

13 00
9.00

Goed

0

.84

..... ^

27-31

@

.34

......

..................

Spring

14.(10

0

.......

12%

A meeting of the consistories of
EAST 8AUGATUCK
FRED Wlbc SENT TO JAIL WHEN
the 21 churches affiliatedwith the
Early
Friday
a
Pere
MarquetCONVICTED FOR THIRD
clasals of Holland and Zeeland at
the First Reformed church was held te train due in Holland at 8:05 was
TIME.
>n this city Monday. These meetings derailed two miles this side of Filmore
on
the
Allegan
division.
The
held monthly, are for the purpose of
Fred Wise was arrested Tuesday
advancing the cause of imdssions. wreck was caused by a broken rail by Deputy H. E. Harrington,chargRev. H. J. Veldman of Holland was and the train turned turtle almost ed with having stolon a motor from
the presiding officer and addresses compietely.The train was composed
locomotive, baggage car and two Harry Mills who is working for the
were made by Rev. Dirk Dykstra of
passenger
coaches. Frank Shelps, the Holland Interurban. H* was arraignArabia and Rev. William 8. Gruys of
baggage man, was injured about the ed before Justice Miles Tuesday afNorth Blendon.
Miss Melvle Moerdyk X>f Grandville wrist and Walter Baker, of Kalamu ternoon and he plea led guilty. This
zoo, was seriously hurt. He received
was in the city visiting friends yes- injuries about the hip and his face is the third time la su''.es*ion that
terday.
was badly cut.. He also sustained in- Wise had been up for stealing; once
in Allegan county for stealing turkeys
C. Prince of Beaverdam was in the ternal injuries. Baker's clothes were
so badly torn that he had to be sup- and again in Zeeland for stealing oncity on business Monday.
plied with a suit of clothes in Hol- ions. Both of these times he was let
A. Barense is about to move into land before he could be removed to
jfp with a fine, but for stealing the
the rooms above Geo. H. HuUenga & his home In Kalamazoo.He was tak
rioter
he was given thirty days in
en to the Bristol and was treated by
Co’s store, which were recentlyvaDr. Kremers. liater in the day his the county Jail.
cated by F. J. Titus.
brother, Wiliam Baker arrived from
o
Miss Mary Russell left Tuesday Kalamazoo and took him home.
PAGEL80N
PLEADS
GUILTY
The engineer on the train was
morning for Los Angeles, California,
D.
F.
Pagelson,
city
attorney,
of
Percy Osborne and Charles Davis
for an extended visit with her sister was the conductor.
Grand Haven who was arrested on a
Mrs. K. Breen and children from charge of assault and battery
in that city.
Holland
visited her parents Sunday brought by J. C. Jorgensen,appeared
A pretty wedding took place at the
Miss Effie Slenk visited at the before Justice Dickson and pleaded
future home in Jamestown when home of Rev. P. Schutt and family guilty. He was fined $5 and the cost.
o
Miss Hattie Bronslnk, daughter of last week.
Miss Sena Bekken visited her sis- STATE MAKES MONEY ON AUTO
Mr. and Mrs. B. Bronslnk of that vilter Mrs. S. Slenk In Holland SaturLICENSES
lage was married to Dick Kuiper. The

0

............
......

......

a

......

....

0

111!"'*
i
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Home

The Light

for the
use — the best lamp you can buy is the Rayo.
There is no glare; no flicker.The light is soft and clear. The Rayo
is a low priced lamp, but you cannot get better light at aw price.
Rayo lamps are lighting more than three million homes.

w T
Rayb

oavc the
uic Children's Eyes— and Your Own.
Save
The M3**,
Lighted without remoriogchimney of
L.tUIip thtde Katy t0 ^,,0 and rewfck.
'

Mads In various styles and

for all purpoees.

"

At D*alei i Everywhere

-

-

ceremony was performed by the Rev.

r

Sp

- --

STANDARD

OIL

(Aa U4k>e

COMPANY

CerpmlM)

day.

In this state there are licenses on
Miss Smiles from Allegan was the
38,654 autos and the state has receivMary Lubbers Sunday.
ed 340,625 more this year than at
Mr. and Mrs. J. Luchles from Frethis time In 1911. For convenience
mont are visiting relatives here at of owners the secretary of state will
present.
begin filing applications for 1913 liMh. and Mrs. Henry Balder are the censes in November.
happy parents of a baby boy.
o
Mrs. Gerard Vos died Monday
MARRIEGE LICENSES
morning after a lingering illness.
Mrs. W. D. Van Der Werp visited Dick Verhoef, farmer, Beaver Dam
relatives in Grand Rapids last week. Dora Post, 51 Holland.

H. Bakker. Only relatives were pres- guest of Miss
ent.

.09

F. J. Titus, who recently sold his
Jewelry store in Zeeland to the Geo.
.10
H. Huizenga Co., of Holland has mov8V4-1U ed and will conduct a Jewelry store
.08 at Pontiac, Mich.

0

News

10

Mr. George Brinks was the guest of
his sister, Mrs. H. Van Huls Sunday,

$3.00 for a

-

-

SET

of

TEETH

Pmy Mo More* There Are Mono Bottor.

(

his nephew Luther returned with

Adrian E. Dykhouse of Fllmore and
Miss Minnie Ten Brink Joined our
Christian Reform church by confes- Anna Elizabeth Dykhuis of Holland.
Harry E. Nlenhuls,28, farmer, OlMt. Ben Schrotenboer
the sion of faith last Thursday .
Miss Minnie Hazelar from Holland ive; Jennie L. Arens, 28,
guest of his brother Henry in Holt
visited relativesand friends here last
land Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Boles are the hap- week.
MEULEN ORDAINED
--- o
py parents of a baby boy.

him.

was

aMRANTtED

.

Pain

Olive

-

VRIESLAND.

John Smith was in Grand Rapids
on business Tuesday.

ZEELAND

Born to Rev. and Mrs. P. P. Cheff

Born to Mr. and Mr*. J. H. De Free
—a son; to Mr. and Mrs. Geo. D&lning of Drenthe — a girl; to Mr. and
Mr*. E. J. Allett at Lansing— a boy;
Mr*. Allett was formerly Miss Janie
Prufcn of thia city. Born to Mr. and
Mrs. Chris Plaaman— a girl.

—a

Andrew DeVree
day at his home

NEW SYSTEM

The Rev. John M. Vander Veulen

died suddenly Mon

in Vrlesland as

the result of apoplexy. Mr.

boy.

VANDER

was formerly ordained as pastor of

Grand Rapids, Mich-

the second Presbyterianchurch at

De Vree

was an old settler and came from the
C. Vereeke of Grand Rapids was in
Netherlandsin 1847. He settled in
the city Tuesday to attend the funVrleslandthe same year and later
eral of Mrs. G. Van Hoven.
served
his country Jn the Civil war in
Rev. J. Wyngaarden$f Crisp was
the 26th Michigan infantry. Mr. De
in the city Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Leenhouts of Hol- Vree also served on the Vrlesland

DENTISTS

210 Monroe

Louisville,

Ky.,

last

week.

The

charge to the pastor was given by
Prof. Henry E. Dosker, an alumnus
of Hope College, and the charge to
the congregationwas delivered by s
former pastor whose ordination took

Quick Results
MEN, why

be weak, when Dr. H. C. Raynor, Specia-

place Just 25 years ago.

•t, cue you? I treat all chronic,neruous and
school board for 35 years and was
Mr. VanderMeuIen is well known in
elder and deacon in the Reformed
urinary diseases,rectal disorders, nervous debility,
John Brouwer of Forest Grove was
Western Michigan and has served the
church for forty years. Also superto Grand Rapids last week.
blood poison, piles, enlarged veins, lost vitality, conIn the city on business Tuesday.
pastorates of Hope church, Holland;
intendent of the Sunday school. He
tracted disease!, bladder and kidney troubles and all
The studentsof the grammar dethe First Reformed church of Grand
Jacob Boonstra of Grand Rapids
Is survived by his widow, one son and
associated weaknesses and diseases of men an women.
partment of the Zeeland public school
Rapids and the Second Reformed
was in the city Thursday.
one daughter.
will give a musical program at the
church of Kalamazoo. He also was
1 do not experiment. Fifteen years of actual and successfulpractiet
H. Van den Berg, a popular young
High school assembly room on Friprofessor of psychology and pedahave
established proof oftny wonderful cures. Come to me at once, f mak*
wall paper man of Zeeland has acDRENTHE
day evening November 15 instead of
gogy at Hope College for several
no charge for examination.My guarantee means a cure or no money for sercepted an excellent position with the
At his home in South Drenthe years.
Nov. 22 as first announced.
vice. If yea cannot come m, write today.
Wm. D# Free co., of Zeeland and is
Wednesday
Jan Van Rhea celebrateu
Until his acceptance of the LouisThe Wm. De Free Co., of Zeeland
about to discontinue his own place of
OFFICE HOURS:
his ninety-fifthanniversary. In spite ville church pastorate Mr. Vander
have Just closed two interesting confcnsiness.
of his advanced age VanRnM Is still Meulen was (^filiatedwith the Re2 te 5 p»
Ernies 7 to
Severs 1« *12
tests. Contest No. 1 was open to
Mr. Van Den Berg went to Zeeland anyone, bringing to their store the remarkablyactive and Is able to read formed church, his last pastorate in
from Holland some two years ago six largest ears of corn they would without glasses. With the exception that denomination being the HamilDr. H. C Raynor, Specialist,59 Monroe Ave., Grand Rapids
.and opened a wall paper and paint give two prizes of $5 and $2 in trade. of being slightly deaf he Is in pos- ton Grange Reformed church in New
session of all his faculties and is re- York city.
•tore and at the same time engaged
This contest was won by Lambert
la paper hanging and painting. He iWlnkels and John Winkels both of markably strong for his age.
Dr. and Mrs. Vander Meulen were
las sefehif years experienceto be- Haraliton who took 1st and 2nd prizes Van Rhee was born In the Nether- gfven a cordial reception at the close
lands, in Sooth Laaren, Province of o' the ordination service by his new
gin with and met with large measure
Contest No. 2 was open to anyone
Drenthe. He came to America in fieek.
of success.
bringing a heaviest pumpkin; they
1847 landing In Holland on June 2 of
The Zeeland Poultry association is offered to give a first prize of |5 and
that year. He passed through all the
LOCAL COUPLE ARE MARRIED IN
already busily engaged in making ar- a second prize of 32 in trade. This
privations of the early pioneers and
GRAND HAVEN BY JUSTICE
contest
was
won
by
Dan
Meeuwsen
rangements for the annual exhibit of
in 1886 he was married to Mrs. Arie
of
Zeeland
whose
pumpkin
weighed
the association which will take place
Vink whose maiden name was Mach- Groom Came Here Several Years
at Wyngarden's hall on Dec. 30 and 75*4 lb and Jacob Barense Jr., of ZeeAgo; Bride Came Two Weeka
telje Vogel.
SI and Jan. 1, 2, and 3. Never be- land whose pumpkin weighed 66% lb
She Is still living and Is 76 years
Ago
fore has the poultry raising game They placed all the corn and pum
old. The other members of the fam
Justice Dickinson of Grand Haven
been so keenly enthusiastic as now pklns in the front show window and
IJy are two daughters, Mrs. James
it
drew
quite
a
crowd.
officiated
at an unique little wedding
and the show this year will be made
Knlpers of Oakland, and Mrs. Peter
ceremony
In his oflke at the court
County Commissioner of Schools N
doubly attractive.The officers of
Kiel. The aged couple live at the
R.
Stanton
has
been
fortunate
in
sehouse
when
he usited fa the bond* of
the association are preparingthe ancuring speakers for the county in home of Mr. and Mrs. Kiel In South Holy matrimony Henry Meyen and
nual catalog and premium book and
stitute that is to be hdd in this Drenthe.
Geaelna Mantel, both of Holland.
the show will be a big exhibit in ev county this winter. Dr. A. E. Wlnship
The
groom is a barber In this <Hty,
ery way. Since the first poultry stnw of Boston, editor of the Journal of
NEW HOLLAND
Education.
wiH
lecture
in
Michigan
and
some years ago, he came to
held in this city about three years
Monday the teachers and pu
for a week and Mr. Stanton has been
America,
to make his way. With him
ago, the idea has been growing steadable to secure him for Ottawa coun- pils of North Holland took possession
it
was
the
story of the girl he left
ily and the members of the associa- ty for two days out of that week of the new school house that has been
behind.
Back
In the Netherlands,111tion are boosting the game along with That Is better than could have been built by the district during the summer
expected,
since
the
county
was
fortie
Miss
Gezeina
Mantel, waited patreal enthusiasm. The result is that
at a cost of nearly six thousand dollars.
tunate in securinghim at all. Dr.
iently
for
the
lover
who had come to
there are probably more raisers of
Winshlp is a lecturer of national rep- They would have taken possessionbethe new land, and who had promised
blooded poultry in Zeeland than ever utat|on> He will be in Michigan dur- fore but there was some delay in the
Brewed with
ing the week of February 3, and it is arrival of the desks. These have not to send for her when the time came.
before.
possible that one teachers institute
Through all of the changing scenes,
The students of the grammar de- may be held in Holland and another yet arrived but it became necessary to
Fox
Spring water
through all of the changes in manner
leave the old building and so the old
partment of the Zeeland Public in Grand Haven.
and mode of living, wben he bad met
Mr. Stanton received word yester- desks were installed in the new buildschools will give a musical program
day that Pres. Charles McKenny, the ing temporarily. The board of educa- pew people and seen many other
at the High school assembly room on
new president of the Ypsllantl Nor
girls, the young man remained true
Friday evening Nov. 22. They will mal school, would come to Holland to tion will hold a meeting in the near futo the girl he had lof: behind
give this program for the benefit of conduct the Institute here. He also ture and then arrangementsmay be
Two weekr ago. Mi»> Gezeina Man
the school. The program will con- Is a man of wide reputation, and the made for dedication exercises for the
tel
arrived In this strange new land
eist of music, marches, drills and Institute with two such drawing cards new building.
Leaving
the fihh the bright-eyed li:bids fair to be the most Inspiring in
o
many other features. A silver collectit woman trav<.< cl immediately to
JAMESTOWN
tion will be taken.
After a lingeringIllness Mrs. J. ttls city, whre she met the man who
FILLMORE
Martin De Haan of Zeeland a
Byers died at her home at James- had been saving and planningfor the
174 River
Citizen* Phone 1447
Hannah os aged 40 died Monday
junior medical student at the medical
town. She had attained the age of day when she could come to America.
department of the university of Ill- at her home in East Saugatuck.She 87 years. The funeral was held Wed- It was all new and strange to her,
inois has been honored by his class will he burled Thursday, Nov. 14
nesday afternoon from the home of but she was witting to brave it all
by being elected valedictorian.Mr. the Fllmore cemetetr. services at 11 Mr. and Mrs. H. Dean, the Rev. J. for the sake of the man she loved.
De Haan is a son of Mr. and Mrs. R. o’clock from the home and 12:30 from Van Westenburg, officiating. She Is She can si>eak no English ns yet,
De Haan of Zeeland and he graduat- the church. She is survived by
survived by six sons and three daugh but she hopes to master the new lan- government smoked the pipe of peace cause, that of securing their rights.
ed from the Zeeland High school four husband and two children.
in a general council of the tribe la They can settle other matters later.
guage In time.
ters.
years ago when he also carried away
The couple went to Grand Haven Hartford yesterday and they buried The government does not recognize
high honors. This position is consid- WOMAN OPERATOR ON PENSION
and secured a' marrlaga license. Im- their tribal differences for the pres- the Pokagon band as a tribe, but deBLENDON
ered one of tho highest of the class.
mediately afterwardsthey went dewn ent In order to unite their efforts In cided they can sue in their individual
LIST
"Henry Eelenbaas of Zeeland and
His election was the result of a constairs to Justice Dickinson’soffice. bringing about a settlement of their names, can vote and can make conMiss Lizzie Lawson, of Allegan
Miss Mina Gaylor of Grand Rapids
test between the Non-Fraternityand Western Union operatorthe last
The groom who can speak English claim to the Chicago lake front prop- tracts without consulting the departthe Fraternity members of the class yefrs in that’ placq.-and for 43 con- were quietly married at the parson- very well served as the Interpreter wty.
ment. For years the Indians have
and A. T. Peters of Chicago a non- secutive years with the Western Un- age of the North Blendon Reformed through the ceremony. When the
E. B. Stark Is the principal media- bought and sold their land here with
ion company, has received notifica- church last Sunday afternoonby the
Fraternity man was elected president
ceremony was over, Mr. and Mrs. tor In attemptingto effect a reconcil- out asking the governmentfor Its
on
tion that she has been placed
Rev. Wm. Gruys, the pastor, without
It started quite a row and several their new pension list, and will
Meyer left the court house and went lation of the two factions of the Po- consent, and If they were a tribe they
came ont with black eyes and their ceive a pension during her lifetime the knowledge of relative or friend out Into the bright sunshine of their kagon band. After securing the con- could not do this.
from either side.
faces battered up. Mr. De Haan is for long and faithfulservice.
sent of the Hartford Indians for a
The band has come to that place
first day of married life.
She has worked for this company
o
a non-fraternityman.
Joint meeting Mr. Stark went to Do- where It does not need a chief, but it
in New York, Chicago, Niles and
* f
. VRIESLAND
may need a business committee to
The Star Furniture company of Allegan. She Is the first woman to
FOKAQON
BANDS IN
ROW WOW,™1*'
--—
„„ —
land his followers ready to agree to take charge of Its affairs.Another
receive a pension by. this company.
Zeeland is building an addition to its
The funeral services of Andrew De
AT HARTFORD WILL END
Harry LMce has been named her sue
thing for the Indians to consider
Vree who died at his home at Vries|>lant to care for increasing business.
cessor and the change will be made
FACTIONAL
| < Mr. Stark has asked the Indians to the fact that if they do hot enter this
land last Monday will take place at
In 1993 the company started with a December 1.
HartfordNov. 12— The two factions get together and put aside the ques- Chicago suit as plaintiffsthey mast
the residence Friday Nov. 15 at 1:30
force of about 25 men and at the
of the Pokagon baud of Pottawatomie tlon of who shall be chief or who go in as defendantsaccordingto the
o'clock
from
the
Vrlesland
Reformed
present time Is employing about 90
IK.
church. Friends of the family are Indians who since early last spring shall control the band for the time be- laws of Illinois, and In this event
men.
have been warring over their tribal log and go to work for a common they may have trouble.
Jror Internal and Eaterne! Pains. Invited.
land were in the city Tuesday.
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FlUtT MKETUNG FOR THIS PUR- BOARD OF EDUCATION PROVIDES DETAILS OF NEW PARCELS POST James R. Barkley, Crayon Artist,
Pleases People With Pictures
SYSTEM RECEIVED
FOR MEDICAL INSPECTION
POSE TO BE HELD FRIDAY
and Talk.
POSTOFFICE.
IN SCHOOLS.
EVENING

Be

The M. E. Lecture course started
Rates of postage on the new par- out under the most favorable ausplcChanco to Follow Couraoa of
Well Posted on Physical Concels post system to be Inauguratede8 rt evening when James R. Bark
Instruction Thsro
dition of Pupils.
January 1, 1913, together with other ieyf (he crayon artist appeared In the
la response to an Insistent deman 1
A system of medical Inspection will details of its operation, have been re- church auditorium. The lecture
for a night school in Holland the be Introduced into the public schools ceived at the postoffice. The weight course last year made a most favorBoard of Education oa recommenda- in Holland as a result of action taken limit of parcels will be 11 pounds, ah!e impression upon the people of
tion of Superintendent E. E. Fell last last evening by the Board of Educa- and packages are limited to 72 Inch- n0nand and th|B year there was no
evening made provision for such a tion. There has been considerable es in length and girth combined, difficultyabout interesting the peoEverybody In Holland to Bo Givon a Teachers

Will

Required to Be

j

'

school, the school buildings to be us-

ed for this purpose. Tomorrow evening of this week at 7:30 in the high
school assembly room the flrst meeting will be held for the purpose of
organizingclasses and making arrangements for the various courses.
At this meeting all who feel the need
of further education are urgently requested to be present This night
school will be for the boys in the
factories,the girls who work in the
factories or stores or in the homes.
Every boy and girl in Holland over
14 years old and not attending

a system of this kind Farm products and manufacturers’pie in the new course all the more
and some have asked that regular products can be sent by parcels post, go because five numbers were offered
nurses should do this work. The providing there is nothing in the for the same price that was paid for
board has made a beginning on a package to injure the person handl- four ia8t year. As a result of the
slightly more modest plan, being of Ing It, and nothing that would perish active campaign of ticket selling
the opinion that it would be wiser to in a reasonablelength of time con- made by the ladles of the church the
agitation for

1

try out the system at as small an ex- Burned in transportation and delivery audiencewas a large one and at the

One cent an ounce will be the conclusion of the entertainment many
penses as possible, with a view of
later adoptingsuch other systems as rate on parcels weighing not more expressed themselves to the effect
the growth of the city may make ne- than four ounces. The rate will be that it was the best number that had
computed by the pound on parcels yet been offered since the lecture
cessary.
The system adopted last evening weighing more than one ounce.
course venture was started last year.
Parcels mailed at the postoffices Mr. Barkley showed himself a mas
will require every teacher to become a medical inspector of her or from which rural routes have their ter of the art of chalk-talk. He drew
his room. The teacher will be re- source, for delivery on these routes, innumerable scences upon his canschool will be cordially welcomed at quired to be intimatelyacquainted <^r mulled at any point along the vass with lightninglike rapidity and
the meeting Friday evening, as well with the physical condition of every routes, or mailed at the city carriers’ accompanied the drawing of each
as every man and woman no matter pupil under her care. She is to make office for any point in Its delivery scene with a running comment, which
how old. The night school will be Inquiries at stated times as to the limits for delivery by carriers from perhaps was better than the clever
for everyone in the city without ex- conditionof the pupils; about the that office, will be carried at the rate pictures. The talk given by -Mr. Bark
ception and Supt. Fell Is anxious that eyes, ears, nose, general health, of 5 cents for the flrst pound, or ley was crammed full of wit and the
a large number shall be on hand at whether suffering from colds, wheth- fraction of a pound, and 1 cent for audience was kept in an uproar of
the first meeting Friday night so that er nenous, whether backward,whqth each additional pound or fraction of laughter a good deal of the time.
the work may start out Immediately er abnormal in any way. She is to a pound.
There was moreover a high moral
with full vigor.

The number who

find
attend the meet-

courses

that wlll be offered. The plan is

how

the

The

child’s habits;

rates are higher according to tone—

It is planned for instance to

teach elementary English, arithmetic
spelling,reading, writing and in fact
anything that is taugnt in the day
school. If the demand is as heavy
as expected special attention will be
given to the teaching of manual training and domesticscience courses will
be especially valuable. There are
many girls working in the factories
and stores who have practically no
opportunity to fit themselvesas £ood
housekeepers,the work which most
of them look forward to doing some
day. These evening courses will help

be in the home

-

—

be

popular.

other pipe tobacco. Thoroughly aged and

it

to

any

stemmed and

then granulated. A perfect pipe tobacco-nothing better
rolled as a cigarette.

this

One and a Aa/f ounces of

this choice tobacco cost

only 5c, and with each sack you get a book of cigarette
papers

FREE.

The other pleasures are the presents that are secured
with the coupons in each sack of Liggett $ Myert Duke’s
Mixture. These presents delight old and young. Think
of the pleasure that you and your friends can get from a
talking machine, free, or such articles as— fountain pens,
balls, skates, cut glass, china, silverware,

the

tennis racquets, Ashing
of Flint

rods, furniture,etc.

•Toastmaster.

A
will

At a tpecial offer,
large number of local democrats

go to Grand

Rapids

daring Novtmbtr

this

and December only we

evening to atend the big celebration
>anquet of the Democrats of Michigan
that is to be held at the

yoa oar

will tend

rqew illustrated cata-

Pantlind.At

log of preeente,

that meeting Michigan'sfavoritesons

FREE.

Just send us your name
and address on a postal.

of the Democraticparty will gather to

“famous victory" and to
one another how it happened. It
will be one of the "dollar banquets”

talk over that

CtmPont from Pukt't Mixtur* max

h

HORSESHOE,
NATURAL UAF.

aiiorUdu'tlh lags from
J.T., TINSLEY'S

tell

GRANGER,

TWIST.

item

or which the democratic party is fam-

-

home

in this city.

TAKE

j

the working people who have no opportunityfor educationduring the
day will be especially welcome. The
teaching force will be fully adequate
since the school officialswill have
much material to draw from and It Is
expected that the night school will

0. Wood

In this pure old Virginia

ous and the reservationshave to be
Mi othtr tagi ami co»pont iuaai h Hit
made some days in advance. The loPremium Dept
Margaret
Essenburg
and
Lucy
Van
o
cal democratsare making efforts to seHIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS TO Oort have returned after a weeks’ vis cure a large contingent from Holland
it in Grand Haven.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
EXERCISE IN THE
to attend. Those who wish. to attend
the banquet should notify V. VanTonLYCEUM RINK.
CATHOLICS TO WORSHIP THERE geren, Nick Hoffman or John Damstra
TILL NEW BUILDING IS
and such notificationshould not be
The Board of Education has again
COMPLETED
given later than tomorrow evening.
leased the Lyceum Rink as a gymget fall value for the
you spend?
Because the old
Francis The banquet will begin at 8 o’clock at
nasium for the use of the high school
the
Pantlind
this
evening.
students. The students can use the church is about to be torn down ser
You may think you do-But DO you?
E. 0. Wood of Flint will be the
vices in that building have been dis'bulld,nS four afternoons a week, from
toastmaster and among the speakers Do you make comparisons?If not, why not? Judiciousspenders
4 o’clock to six on Monday, Tuesday. continuedand will in the future be
will be Ed Shields of Howell, A. R. should. It will prove to their perfect satisfaction that, our men’s and
Wednesdayand Thursday. Two days held in the house at 181 West ThlrCanfield of Claire. Alfred Lucking of young men’s Suits, Overcoatsand Cravenettes we sell at
the building will be used by the boys teenth Street, the house next to the

-

cannot be emphasized too much

Speakers; E.

smoke pleasure

,

world after they leave school.

complete.

1

TONIGHT
jovemor-Elect Ferris One of

Is

Man Who Smokes

and North Carolina bright leaf. Thousands prefer

GRAND

DAIS JOIN FORCES
will be made, all with a view of helping the boys and girls grow up into Dr. F. M. Oillispiedesires to anthe strong men and women which so- nounce that he has formed a copartnershipfor the practice of denciety needs.
In all cases when the teacher finds tistry with Dr. C. C. Davis, a dentist
something the matter with a pupil with several years’ experiencsand a

cause the equipment is so much more
It

The next entertainmentin

lation for the idemnlflcation of ship

--

itself, be-

that these courses are for all and fihat

There

a sweetness and manliness—

the distance carried. The postmaster that gave the whole entertainments
general will make provisions by regu- high tone.

she will be requiredto confer witn graduate of the Dental College of the
the parents with a view of having a Universityof Michigan. The new
medical examinationtake place. In firm will be located at 50 East 8th
this way the* pupils will be guarded street in the offices occupied by Dr.
against contagiousdiseases not only Oillispiea number of years. Where
these young ladles to become good but in many cases they win have cor- the new firm will be pleased to meet
cooks and to learn practicallyevery- rections made on their bodies which all the old friends and where it solicthing that a woman needs to know will aid them in their mental work at its new patronage.
Cyrus Hansen who is woridng in
to keep an ideal home, and It can be school and which will cause them to
learned more easily and quickly than become better equipped to face the South Haven spent Friday as his
it could

for the

pers for shipments injured or lost.
course will be given on the evening
Charles Bertsch claims the honor of December 13 when the Illinois Glee
quired to make a careful investigation of bagging the best bunch of geese club will appear.
into the health of her pupils. Vision this year. Yesterday he got three
charts will be placed In each room nice big ones.
WILL CELEBRATE AT PAN Io .....
so that the eye sight of the pupils
LIND IN
RAPIDS
can be tested and various other tests DR. F. M GILLISPIEAND DR C. C.

ever to offer instruction in anything
that the pupils in the night school

want

about

about home conditions, whether the
child sleeps with the window raised
or not, whether it driaks coffee,etc.,
etc. A long list of questions will be
provided and the teacher will be re-

ing Friday night will determine to

some extent the number of

out

Smoke Pleasure and other Pleasures

Do yoa

St

MRS. G. VAN HOVEN DIES AT
THE AGE OF FIFTY-TWO

Detroit,

money

democratic candidate for

and two days by the girls. This will place where the new church is being
United States senatorand Woodbridge
be the last winter that a building will built. Much of the material of the
N. Ferris, governor-elect.
After a lingering Illness Mrs. G. have to be rented by the board as a old building will be used In the new
and
for
that
reason
the
services
have
Van Hovem died Thursday morning gymnasium. After this year the new
at her home near Zeeland. She at- high school building will be finished to be discontinued in me old edifice
so long before the new is finished.
tained the age of nearly 52 years. and then the students wTTl have a
I
Until further notive thpre win
cannot be duplicated elsewherefor lets than $20 00. Thousands say so! So will you.
She is survlTed by a husband, and •well equipped gymnasium of their
For Infants and Children.
a
mass
for children at 8:30 in the
In and
.
eight daughters and two sons. Fun- own.
The Kind You Hate Alwajs Bought
morning and a mass for adults at
eral services was held last Tueso’clock.
day afternoonat 10 o’clock from the
Bears the
Remember (he Address
The work on the new building Is Signature of
First Chr. Ref. church at Zeeland.
325 Monroe
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH
progressingnicely.
The Rev. D. R. Drukker cfflcatlng.

,
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CASTOR A
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GUARANTEE CLOTHES SHOP

Ave.

Off Special Cloak

25 per

And Suit Sale

cent Off

Starting Tuesday, Nov.

12,

1912

m
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MOSTLY ONE OF A KIND
Buying these beautiful

NEW SAMPLE COATS

and

when you need them most.
Of course we have many Black Coats of regularstock in

"

v

and

SUITS

at 25 per cent

off enables us to allow

you

M.

WWM

this saving of severaldollars so early
s

just

r

m
\/////>

Every New Sample Garment Included
in the season

m

all

sizes that are exceptionalvalues and these also are included in this sale.

EVERY NEW MODEL OUT THIS SEASON can be seen in our stock. WE CAN FIT ANY S1ZI>-LARGE OR SMALL.
Materials are PEBBLE CHEVIOTS, FANCY CHEVIOTS. FANCY MIXTURES. CHINCHILLAS, BOUCLES MURRO LAMBS.
CARACULS. PLUSHES. VELOURS and many others in LONG COATS. JOHNNY COATS and MACKINAWS for Ladies. Misses and Chil-

dren.

As You

Know! We

*

Tailor All Alterations To Fit Perfectly. Free of

Charge. Always The

Newest Styles And Lowest Prices.

r

Look For The White Front
i

V

FRENCH CLOAK

CO.

Holland Mich'
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ignating his ability to serve as chleflerto contributed to the
THE OLD RIVER DAYS
on vessels. This license, the Socialist threw local
The presentation of photographs engineer
given only after the applicanthas'

NEWS

success of TRY
candidates

SOUCE AT OUR EXPENSE
Monty Back

lor

toy caat of

SS33

In the discard.
of the old river steamers Barrett
passed a rigid government examinaIheunitisn, Neiralgiaor Heidiche
and
Jcnlson
to
the
Ryerson
library
Berger’s Defeat s Bitter Blow
mruu Bros. • vuui. musaiii
tion, would allow Mr. Muir to act as
in Grand Rapids by Capt. John \ Muir
The defeat of Mr. Berger is a
thit Solace Fails to Renove
Boot A Kramer B14g.. 8th atreet. Bollaod. M!c' recalls to the mlndj of many , old chief engineer of any boat anywhere,
no restrictionsbeing placed upon the bitter blow. On him the party had
SOLACE REMEDY la > recent medicaldia
residents of the lower Grand River
locality.He also holds a master s set its hopes. It believed he was covery of three Uennan Scientlata that diaaolvea
Valley
the
days
when
steamboat
going
to
acquire
a
wholesale
fame
Uric Acid Cryatalaapd Purifies the Blood. It ii
Terms tl..'0per year with a discount of 50c to
license, which authorizes him to cat
travel was at Its best on the river.
eaay to take, and will uot affect the weakest
those paying in advance.Rates of Advertising
as ship master or first class pilot on In Washington and thereby advance stomach.
That
was
many
years
ago,
and
the
made known upon applicationthe
Interests
of
the
organization
all
It la auiranteed under the Pure Food and
Grand River between Grand Rapids
old steamer Barrett was the last of
Law to be absolutelyfree from opiatesor
and Grand Haven. The examinationsover the country. Two years of of- Druga
harmful drutra of any description.
the line of the old timers, although
fice
for
hlmi
seems
to
have
been
for both licenses are most rigid.
SOLACE la a pureapeciflcin everyway,and
is probably due to uric
Entered aa second-class matter at the post the Valley City, the Grand, the Rap^
The old steamboat days on Grand quite enough for the Wisconsin cen- hu be- n proven beyond queation to be the aur>
office at Holland. Michigan, under the act of ids and others tried the river route
e*t and quickestremedy for Uric Acid Troublea
acid in the system — tbe
River are over, there Is no denying ter of industry, hence the relega- known to medical science, no matter bow lomr
Congress March, 1807.
for a while with indifferent success.
that fact. Where ateam craft once tion to private life when he was standing. It reaches and removes tbe root of
blood must be purified
Now however the Crosby Transpor- plowed, gasoline pleasureboats now laying plans to promote the radi- the trouble (Uiir Add) and purifies the blood.
THE SOLACE CO., of Battle Creek are th
tation Co., is operatingthe steamer
the poisonous acid driven
Sole U. S Agent* and have thousands of volun
WOULD YOU LIKE SUCH May Graham between Grand Haven puff along between the high wooded cal doctrine of Gene Debs.
Practically the whole of the So- (anr testimonialletters which have been receivbanks. Pleasure resorts and summer
out and general health
A SPIRIT AT THE HEAD OF
and Lament and meeting with exceled from gratefulpeople SOLACE haa re-tored
homes and delightful fishing grounds cialist vote came from Industrial to health.Testimonial letters, literatureand
'must
be improved.
lent support.
OUR GOVERNMENT?
have long since supplanted the log centers where there Is a large for FREE BOX sent upon request.
R. Lee Morris, presidentof the Flrat Nations
population tha:
Although craft of various kinds booms, ‘but- the beautiful Grand is ejgn population—
Thousands testify that
bank of Chico,Texas, wrote the Solace Company
In passing one of the local furnihas not been in the country long as follows:
ture shops a few days ago, we not- had been poled and rowed up and still a river of rare scenery and beau
Scoff's
Emulsion rids the
"I
want
to
Bend
a
box
of
Solace
to
my
fa*
her
enough to learn the spirit of its In
iced soxe of the slaves’ heads stick- down the river for a number of ty.
in Memphis, Tenn., for which I enclose |1. Tula
stltutions or to cherish any l^vc remedy haa been used by aoirie lends of mine
o—
system
of
poisonous acid
number
of years, the first steamboat
ing out of the window viewing some
here and I must say its action was wonderful.
for its traditions.
to
puff its way from the dock at
PUBLIC
PULSE
by enriching the impoverpassing excitement. Soon the boss
(Signed) R. L Morris.
In the smaller cities and on tht*
Put up in 2>c. 50c and |l.00 boxes.
appeared and the heads disappeared Grand Rapids was the Gov. Mason, THE RESHAPING OF THE TIMBER
ished blood, and its confarms
all
over
the
nation
socialism
IT S MIGHTY FINE TO BE WELL AND YOU
almost as quick as a flash of light- which made its inltnl run to GrandSOON BE SO BY TAKING SOUCE. ’’No
vllle, July 4, 1837. One can Imaglno
The primary fact In connection made no progress. The farmer CAN
centrated nourishment is
Special Treatment Schemes or Fees”. JUST
ning. That s the kind of freedom ye the pioneers of the early Grand Rapwith the recent presidential election showed that he is not ready to lend SOLACE ALONE does tbe work. Write today
converted into red blood
laves voted for on November 5. Ids gathered upon the bank of the
is that PresidentTaft was made to a helping hand to the program mark for the free box, etc.
—Holland ProgressiveWorker.— We river that holiday to witness the
SOUCE
REMEDY
CO.. Baltic Creek. Mich.
ed
out
by
Debs
In
a
ei>eech
in
Topeka
corpuscles which drive
suffer for the sins of others. We be
happened to know what factor)*the sight. There Is no doubt that the lieve that he is not at all the type whereby the farms of the nation
out rheumatism.
editor refers to.
There are two event meant much to them and that of man hq has been pictured as bs- were to be confiscated or acquired by
Want Ads
It is especially valuable
hundred employes working there. | besides its value as an asset to the ing by the partisan Democratic press, condemnation, purchase or force for
Supposing each one stuck his head city there were a number of remark- and, In bygone months, by the par- community rather than Individual exto aged people.
Gold Com
through a window the factory would able and Interesting featuresabout tisan Republicanpress. But he was ploitatiou
Hard
coal
stove
for
sale
cheap.
356
te compelled to put In more windows the craft. In the first place it was Identifiedwith an idea In ^bv eminent
Impelled by Selfish Impulses
Ask for and insist on
and possible a few sky lights.
built In Grand Rapids, and the peo- which has become unpopular; and
Even In the Industrial centers, a* Pine street.
SCOTT’S.
But more seriously,how would you ple who gathered to see the thing though that idea was far from being a rule *he vote of the Socialistwas
WANTED— To rent farm, with or
Scott A Boh-nk, Bloomfield,N. J. 17-50
like such a spirit as this socialist edi go felt that it was theirs. Another his own, he has been made to suf- founded on local spite. This was
without stock and tols. Address W.
especially true where the percent
4or displays, at the head of any interesting feature about It was that fer for It.
care of “Holland City News."
It was fitted with the engine which
The result of the election may be age of the vote was large. In al
part of our government be It National
had been taken from the wreck of taken as a response to the phrase most every case It needed no keen Wages while learning are 12 cents
State or Municipal. We have found In the Don Quixote, which went on the
"We stand pat-'’ The Republican powers of analysis to discover self- an hour with the provision that you See Us For Good Picture Framing
the printing business that the men beach while It was bringingaround leaders along traditional lines might ish Impulses behind the voting.
stay twelve weeks.
at lowest prices. WHY? We keep our
who do not continually "stick their the lakes the press for the first news have read the signs of the times long
paper for Grand Rapids.
FOR SALE— Cheap. Man’s large xpenses low. Photo and PortraitFrames.
ago; but many easy victories had
head through the window" or watch
The new steamer made Irregular made them confident, if not u little KALAMAZOO MAN INVENTS 8UC size new black fur coat. Inquire at Tea trays in CircassianWalnut, gold and
the clock, do stick their fingers into trips between this city and Grand
CESSFUL BLOCK SYSTEM
287 Columbia avenue.
arrogant. The downfall of Speaker
n fact all finishes at lowest prices.
the fattest pay envelope. They are Haven until In February, 1838, a Cannon was the first trumpet call an
FOR ELECTRIC RAILWAY
FOR
RENT—
A
60
acre
farm
with
F. H. MoGOUGH A SONland nouncing a new attitude. Not the
not everlastinglycarrying their hand spring freshet forced It
LINES
stock and tools. 5 miles south of 301 Division
Grand Rapids, Mich.
where It rested on the spot where Democratis, but the Republicans, pre
in a sling or are not spoiling and
An automatic block system for elec- Holland within 10 days. Fred Ten
the Grand Rapids Union station now pared the way for the defeat which
waste! dt; paper stock.
stands. It was replaced in the wate.* now has befallen,when so many In- tric roads, that operates lights, bells Cate, Holland, Mich., Route 3.
with much expense, and In May, fluentialmen among their ranks ad- or similar apparatus,that is inex
FOR SALE— AT a bargain if taken
1841, while making a trip In Lake hered, with a cocksure and almost pensive durable, safe, practical, and at once, a black mare good harness
BOOMERANG CLAIMS
One of tbe stock arguments of the Michigan, it was blown on the be4ch debonair manner, to their stand-pat which cannot be operatedby man, or and rubber tire buggy. H. P.
In other words Is "fool proof,"
railroad to employ inferior work- and wrecked near the entrance to creed.
Zwemer. 275 E 8th St. Phone 1460.
\
passenger fare from 3 cents to 2 Muskegon harbor.
Yet it was patent to all save hide- what Is claimed to be the recent In
The first Grand river steamboat bound politiciansthat such a creed ventlon of Homer A. Parrish of Kala- WORK WANTED-On farm by day
cents a mile necessarily compel the
had
shown that there were great pos was no longer tenable. New times mazoo. Mr. Parrish has made a study
or month. Young German-Amerlrailroad to employ infrerior workmen and c'.trkJ. It is a matter of com slbilltles In the river foi transpor- demanded new methods. It has be of the subject of automatic signals ,can. Address Chas. Steiner, R. R.
mon knowledge that the passenger tation development,and It was not come altogether plain that tariff re- for several years, having taken out
1. Holland.
earnings 6f nearly every railroad long before the river fairly boPed vision— freer trade relationships—many patents along that line, and
“WANTED— Girls and Women for
thus 'effected show a material in- from the paddles of the many steam- was necessary. PresidentTaft saw now believes that he has a useful
crease since the fare was reduced, ers. In 1843. there were three new this far more clearly than the lead- and safeguarding device for both city first-class factory positions. Work
Is of the very lightest and done sitdue to the consequent Increase in steamers running Into Grand Rapids ers of his party saw 1L He lost his and interurban car lines.
The system Is devised particularly ting down. This factory is known for
travel. Furthermore, an Interesting Two of them, the Empire and the Al- hold with the rank and file of the
analog)* Is found in the operations goma, made trips to Grand Haven, Republicanforces by various items In for single track interurbanand city paying exceptionally good wages to
of the express companies. Everyone while the third, the Humming Bird, his program, which sought to get lines, and Is to be erected between women.
concedes that the express companies ran up the river to Ionia and Lyons. away from the standpat policy. His *'"itches, to prevent cars from meet
We will secure for you board and
For conditions on Grand Hver wtre Canad an reciprocity fight; his work Irg on the single track stretches,
exact enormous overchargesfrom
room with private family for $3.00
the public, so that dividends are paid far differentduring the early days of on behalf of universal peace; his ef- gwinelng bar is placed hanging
per week. Write us at once or come
on stock that represents 99 per cent, thick forests and unplowed lands forts to bring about scientificrevis- slightly oblique to the trolley wire
ready to go to work. Positions will
water and 1 per cent, actual Invest- than they are today. There was al- ion of the tariff— all these were held and Just above It. and a oar passing
be filled in the order that applicaways
water
In
the
river,
and
th*
ment In other words, practicallyall
to be "poor politics’’ by the old lead- In one direction operates the control- tions are received.
of the capitalizationof the express depth was much more uniform the ers of Republicanism. He was a ler by the grovdlof the trolley wheel
International Seal & Lock Co.
companies Is represented by stock vear round than It in now. In the "poor politician,” his own party said; and when the car travels in the opHastings, Mich.”
dividends, on which tbe public is first jilace it took longer for the snow and the characterization was meant posite direction the bar Is operated
compelled to pay handsome cash div to melt in the lands vhich dpain into to carry with it a slur, while he ac- by the fangs, and the bar Is swnng We want one good man In every The Successful Portrait
Idends, yet the express qompanies the river on account of the trees. cepted it, properly, as a compliment. away from the wire.
City and Town to sell town lots and
must be an interpretationas welt
have kept the wages or their employ- And also, the water which came from
He saw, long ago, that his efforts
Turns On Llghto
promote settlementIn Grand Trunk as a likeness, must catch somethe
snow
was
absorbed
gradually
es down to so low a point that the
to steer a strictlysane course wereWhen a car leaves a switch, enter- Pacific Railway-new towns In Westpersonnelis at a very low ebb. In and It took it a long time to reach resulting in loss of favor for him-?
thing of the mood of the sitter,as
ing a biqck, the suspended bar above
this city men are employed who can- the river. In this way thw drainage among the politicians. The two Reern Canada and British Columbia. well as the more salient features
not read and write. The slums of Into the river was almost constant, publican clans formed, the one repre- the trolley is swung toward the wire If you have a clean record and can
and expression.
the cities everywhere are drawn on even during dry weather,and under senting an unintelligentadherence to by the trolleywheel, which closes tbe
give
surety
bond.
Answer.
Applicaelectric
clifeult
and
lights
the
semafor express employes. No attempt Is normal conditions the amount of waHoliday orders should be in soon.
old traditions,the other representing
made to serve the public well and ter In the river varied but slightly. and almost chaotic and revolutionary phore at the next switch down the tions will be receivedup to NovemOn September 2, 1854. the blowing breaking away from old lines, the track. This light remains burning ber 20th. Literature, leads and so
faithfully. Business men as a class
are willing to pay a fair price for up of the Hummln? Bird, for a time rood as well as the bad. He occupied until the car arrives at the next turn forth furnished free. Commission
out, when It strikes a cut-out box, sus
anything they require and any time suspended the traffic up the rt?e»\
Holland,Mich.
a place between the two clans. He pended above the wire, and which basis. TranscontinentalTownslte 19 E. 8th Street
It was In 1856 that the river, which
the railroads can show that they
was too Judicious a man, too little operatesin the same manner as the Co., Ltd., Authorized Agents, Grand
have the managerialabilityto handle today Is piled only by the Imperil- ambitious for popular applause,to
switch goes through the same protbe traffic of the country as It should ment explosions of gasoline launches
seek a course which might have cess in returning over the same line Trunk Pacific Railway, Winnipeg,
be handled and can prove that pre- and other small crafts, was fairlv
2— wk.
strengthenedhis position at the exLet me tan your hides and skin. I am
sent rates are not sufficientlyhigh alive with puffing, paddling side
of rail.
pense of reason and principle.
preparedto tan all kinds of hides and skin
Provisionhas been made by Mr.
to pay dividends on actual Invest- wheelers, both un and down stream.
HOLLISTER’S
The Republican party Is passing Parrish that if a car enters a block,
witn the hair on for Robes, Rugs and Furs
ments the public will very cheerful- It is hard to believe,but during that
through a phase of readjustmentand
Soft, light, odorless and moth proof.
and backs out, the light is thrown off Rocky Houniain Tea Nuggets
ly consent to an advance In rates. year there were eight steamboats
change. It has lost Its bearings for Just the same, as both a cut-out box
A Busy Medici’* ror Busy People.
Three-fourths of the railroad stocks making regular runs. The boats at
G. M. DEHN
Brines Golden HcJtfi and RenewedVlgnr,
the moment. It has been defeated
and circuit controller are placed
of the country represent nothing but that time were the Michigan, the
221
W.
12th
Holland,Mich.
A apeciflc fnr Corntlpntlon.Inrt'eruiou.
Llt**r
within Its own ranks. It must set itwater. They were never Issued as Empire, the Kansas, the Pontiac and self the task of getting back together each end of the block. The system 1<» ind Kidney troublea. I'implcs, Eczema.Impure
very Inexpensive, and It Is planned :iood Had Breath, SiunrUh Bowela. Heudaob
ordinary corporations Issue stocks the Olive Branch all running to
tse-tsm ..CW aaDbts
.nd Backache. It* Kooky Mountain Tea in wbby the Inventor to place several
The~roads were bonded to cover the Grand Haven, and the Porter, the
**t form. So cents a box. • Genuine made bi
within the trenches; but It must read
the controller boxes between the 'olmhteu Dttco Con pa xr. Mbdison, Wia.
cost of construction and the stock Nawbeck and the Forest Queen runthe signs of the tfcmes,and aim at
wmnrrc ern 9f.ll CW PEOP’S
switches, and to have all operate the
was divided among officials and ning up stream to Ionia and Lyons.
standingfor progressas well as sta- same semaphore. Jbe object of this
others who were close to the powers
Peculiarityof Typhoon*.
But with the bulldlpg of the De- bility. This much It has achieved;it Is two-fold. The first, Is that if for
that be. It is preposterous to expect
Tvphoona Increase their strength as
troit. Grand Haven&Mllwaukeerail- has shown Col. Rooseveltthat he Is
DAVID MILLS, M. D., D. 0.
any reason whatever, the first box
the public to pay large dividends on
road, now a part of the Grand Trunk not its type, Its Ideal; and this Is a
the* go north and consequently ther®
failed to turn on the light, that the
stock of this character and when a
system, the death knell to river traf- demonstrationbig with promises ov second box will do it, and the second ms) be quite a differencebetween the Graduate in Medicine, University
railway official whines and complains
fic was struck. It was startlingto see sound principle.
and more Important object of this power of one In tbe southern end of
that he is not getting a dividend on
of Michigan
the manner in which transportation In the meantime. Woodrow Wilson plan 1b to protect the rear cars If two the West Indian Islands as compared
his stock, the first enquiry the public
on
the
river
dlmlshed.
Where
in Is a man whom the country easily
or more are running through the with one In the north. It la this fea
should make should be to ascertain
may honor. We may hope that he Is same block. The controllers at fre- ture which makes the hurricanesof In Osteopathy, A. S. 0., Kirksvillfc
what the stock actually represents. 1856 there were eight boats plying
Does It representactual value or the waters of Grand river, in I860 not "too much the school teacher"to quent Intervals will keep the warn- the West Indies more to be dreaded
Missouri
four years later, there were but two be the excellent President. Moreovdoes it represent water Injected Into
ing light burning until all cars are than the Pacific typhoonsof this lati—the
Michigan
and
the Pontiac. And er, the times are prosperous; and
the organization through graft, craft
out of the block.
tude.
on July 11 of that year the old this fact should^ suggest the thought
and greed.
Successful Controller
M'chlgan.which has taken such an that no period could have been more
o
The big thing that the Inventor HOLLAND CITY NEWS PREMIUM
And now the scramble for the post- active part In the early river navi auspicious for the readjustmentof
the party under which our greatest claims for the device Is that he has
gallon,
burned
to
the
water’s
edge
offices is on.
OFFER
historical achievements have been a controller that will work, and that
at Its dock In this city.
and 10c store
All subscribers who pay ons year
recorded
and
which
has
brought
us, is something that men have been
Now that a Detroit man has push
It was Impossible for the pioneers
unsuccessful in obtaining In twenty- In advance can get a fins three-place
•ed a peanut with a sausage the re- to realize that boating days on the In the past, many eras of progress
(OU City Hall Building)
five years of study. The trouble haB Kitchen Carving Sat FREE.
and
prosperity.
quired distance we may as well call river were over, or at least very
always been In the wire -controllers,
A
CONSISTANT
REPUBLICAN.
nearly
so.
In
1867
fhe
L.
Jenlson
the campaign officially closed.
that anything heavy enough to work
o
was built for Jesse Ganoe and Byron
satisfactorilywould knock the trolley
D.
Ball.
MILWAUKEE
SCHENECTA- off, and anything that would knock
President Taft, we’ll bet, will at
Many Grand Havenltes still recall
least remain in the White House long
the trolley off was not practical. The
DY REPUDIATE DEB’S FOLenough to show President Wilson the old river steamer Barrett, which
block system devised by Mr. ParLOWERS
AS
PUBLIC
used to come wheezing and puffing
how to run the furnace.
rish brings no pressureor blow on
SERVANTS
o
down the river regularly. On her
the trolley. The block system can
A Prohibition candidate In Ohio first trip down the river, she car- Reds Looked to Their Congressman be used with the regular semaphore,
spent fourteen years In the campaign. ried a load of 625 barrels of plaster
to ring crossing bells, or light street
Frpm Wisconsin to Acquire
Although a dry, he was also tight.
from the Godfrey mills, represent
crossing signs, and with countless
Fame In Washington.
ing in all about 130 tons. With this
other relays now In use In the co
Says
the Detroit Free Press:
It has now got to the point where cargo she drew but 34 inches of
try. The controllers are operated
Chicago, November. 14— Socialists an open circuit except when the
people are trying to get out of Con- ter.
In recalling the old river days who threw up their hats two years Is In a danger zone, thus no power
etantinople Just as hard as the BulCaptain John Muir said to a Grand ago and declared that a great step Is used except when the car Is In the
garians are trying to get in.
Rapids Interviewer
. WOMAN 100 YEARS OLD
In advance was made when Victor block.
“On July 26, 1883, -there was a Berger, of Milwaukee, was elected
Mr. George Starring, keeper of the
Associated with Mr. Parrish In the
Allegan county home, had a littlecele great flood on the river, a boom of to congress, are In the dumbs over work Is Colonel C. E. Dunbar, who is
hration in store Tuesday for two logs was swept down, and the the reversal of form shown by Ber- promoting the invention, and working
aged inmates of the home— Mrs. bridges here were torn away and ger and the party on election day.
with Mr. Parrish. The inventorobSarah Ward, who was 100 years old ruined. It was with a boat at Grand
Milwaukee was not the only cen- tained his first patent for electric
Tueeday, Nov. 5, 1912, was given by Haven at that time, and was not af- ter which administereda black eye road block systems In 1892, and the
MUMtlK.il. U.HH.UCA
him her first auto ride, and Thomas fected seriously,although we could to the followers of the red flag. method then patented is now In use
Snow, who was 95 years *t)ld October not make pur trip to this city till the Schenectady,New York, found that on some of the third rail systems.
flood had subsided.
Don’t send the little tots to school without first
25, 1612, was also a member of the
since the last election there It. had The patent office has allowed the
The old Forest Queen which ran had enough of the practical workparty.
patent on this device and Mr. Parseeing that they are dry shod.
up the river during my earlier days ings of socialisticgovernment. The
— — o
rich will have six months In which to
here had been built above Grand voters repudiatedthe position they
improve his Idea before closing the
MORE REPUBLICANS
Clove Brand Rubbers fit best and wear longest.
Rapids. Later it was brought over had previously taken and sent all
Allegan county demonstrated last
patent.
the dam and run across Lake Mlchl the Socialist candidatesdown to deo
Tuesday that It contains 3,411 more san to -Milwaukee, through Green
Look for the tnde-markon the sole. Ask yoor dealer for them.
Republicans (of the two ^nds) than
^^v^r \hrouth,,the1^ feat.
No Llosnss on That Journey.
Milwaukee did not confine its reDemocrats of all kinds So. too.
flnal]y Jnt0 thG M,„lBgIpp!river
the nation. The combined
|n S8rvice for buk* to Mr. Berger. The electorate Thera Is too car lint to heaven. If
of the Wisconsin metropolis,which you find yourself sitting down «a yon
velt-Taft vote is one a quarter mll-lRonip tlrae*
has been the boasted strong-hold of Journey you are not on the way/-*
Hons more than the number cast
.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Soc-lalists,drew Itself together, put
Christian Herald.
aside
the
petty
Jealousies
that
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FURNITURE TO ADVANCE
Higher price for furniture may be
looked for next season. The manufacturers say the cost of production has
increased to such an extent that it Is
either put up the prices or quit. Compared with a year ago lumber is 10 to
15 per cent, more costly and this applies especially to oak and mahogany
both of which are scarce and not only
are higher in cost but are advancing.
Hhe labor cost is greater. The furniture industry went on a nine hour
day basis oq September 1.
advance was made in wages at that
time, but a constant he adjustmentof
wages has been going on since and
to-day, it is stated, good men are getting as much for nine hours’ work
now as they did for ten hours a year

Special Sale

Ladle’s Suits

No

pel

VlpUIIOI

ago. The manufacturersdo not pretend that there has been anything

iRgyall

philanthropic in their readjustments
upward, but the fact is good workI men are scarce and it has been neces
sary to advance wages to hold them.
Another factor in the increased cost

MngPowder

of productionIs the employer’sliability law, which went Into effect
ISeptember 1. Under the old camanop
law first-class manufacturers—those

who

1=4 off
The Regular Price

take all the precautions possible

against accidents— were able to get
indemnityinsurance at the rate of 18
to 20 cents per $100 pay roll; in the
best factories now the rate is something over vl, an increase of five or
six fold. The concern that used to
pay $500 for its indemnity insurance
now parys $2,500 to $3,0$0, and this
has to be added to the cost of production. With materials, labor, insurance and other things costing more,
as the manufacturers view it, they
will have to get more for their goods
FORTY— NINE CALL HER “MA"; ui
___ _____ ____
_____
or _
go _____
out of business,
and to the
latSOME ARE STEPCHILDREN. ter proposition they do not take kind

MAbsolutelyPurefl

Sale will begin

• Wo Alum
Ho Lime Phoophatom

Sat.,

November 16th

__

Pcrionali
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Miss Hazel Van Landegend was
Grand Rapids Monday.

Matrimonially

In

PretoriaWidow Claim.
Record— Five Husbands Have Died
Grand
And She Is Now 78.

of

price of furniture— and which no
boubt will be followed in the present
Instance— is to mark up the new pat1
Natal, Nov. 14.— Mrs. Theila M. De
Henry Bremer and John Stroup
terns brought out for the new season.
Beer a widow, 78 years of age, residwere In Grand Rapids Sunday.
It would cause trouble, noth to the
ing at Pretoria probably holds the
John Bremer spent Sunday in world’s record in matrimonial ven- manufactorerand the retailer, to attempt an advance in prices on goods
Grand Rapids.
tures
Herman Plaggemars was in Grand At the age of 18 she married Pet- that have ben shown for a season

Clarence Zwemer was
Rapids Sunday.

In

Rapids Sunday.
C. B. Muste spent Sunday

Grand

in

Rapids.

^

nsu8lly

o( cha„ge8 ,n
Miss Katherine Hnmerllnk was In huaband, a widower, with three chil- not
dren. A year and five months
uv*iir
terns, but it is likely *«»
that tho
the iinM
lines
Bernie Rosendahl spent Sunday In ward he also died, leaving her with the coming season will be given a gen
four children.
Grand Rapids.
eral overhauling,to the end that
Within five months
she married[prices may be advanced on as many
—
Dick Schaftenaar was in Grand
for the third time,
the old to the new patterns need not
Rapids Sunday.
this
““von rhirirpn- With
_____
____ .
tvqo in Prami n*n thi® tla,€ wlth 8event cllidren- " ^ be radical— only enough different to
bi*1 Bhe lived for ehtn y*r a,nd make It possible to point out some
las
.
children, when he also
change in line or ornamentation to
The Hon. O. J. Diekama was in died.
warrant asking more money for it.
Grand Haven Monday on business. I After five years’ widowhood stie The National Furniture ManufactThe Rev. George Hankamp, pastor j married for the fourth time, on thi3.urerg.
urers’ AgBociauon
Associationwin
will meet in uniChtof the Reformed church of Hamilton occasion a widower with eight cbll- caR0. D^pn^er 4 and the matter of
was in the city
dren. With him she had four children, prjceg wjjj rece]ve Tery Rerious conRobert Bontekoe spent Sunday in and after eleven years he too, died, gjderati0n at that time. The date will
Five years later she married a«
Grand Rapids.
man
named Hendrik Klopper. An- t ine manuiaciurerBan aum
Robert Klomparens was visitingin
other eleven years elapsed, and iben conditions that confront them
Grand Rapids yesterday.
her fifth husband died, leaving her will act infiiyjfiuaUy.
Tony Vander Hall spend Sunday with ten
o
with friends in Grand
jx:buo
In two years’
time she contracted “OVER THE COUNTER'*
Cecil Seery, George Butterfieldand pnother marriage with Hendrik
(VI) “A Few Store ‘pon'te
William Dronkers walked to
a widower, who brought
1
.....
Sunday and spent the afternooonin

„

alter w

Grand Rapids Sunday.
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This sale includes every Suit in our store.

Every one new this

fall, reliable

adv,ndng th,

price. Come at once while we
have your

size.

$15 Sale Price

-

$16 Sale Price

-

$11.25

Sale

Price

12.00

Sale

Price

-

15.00

Sale

Price

-

15.75

Price

•

17.25

$16.50 Sale

Price -

12.38

$18.00 Sale

Price -

13.50

$18.50 Sale

Price -

14.00

|
I

Sale

Do not forget the date

$14.25

•

of the beginning of sale

SATURDAY, NOV-

16

Monday.

j

children.

^

Rapids.

.......

I -”

fitp
u

Zeeland

*

that city.

^

Mueril Dick was visiting relatives
in Saugatuck Sunday.

Don Bradford who has been
ing for

the*

visit-

past week with friends In

Menomine returned to Holland

Fri-

mother
and

'yM, DeDeer

I, now the
stepmotherof forty-nine children
the grandmother of

270.

day.

“What We Say

^

For the storekeeper:
Don’t mlsrepreaent, in your adver-

Burns Coke or Hard Coal

tising.

Jce Brown was in Grand Haven
Friday on business.
Vis J. C Post and son John wee
in Grand Rapids Saturday.
J. E. Clements has returned Saturday from Chicago where he went for
a short business trip.
Mrs. Dr. D. E Lucas who has been

MORE MEN THAN

WOMEN

.

Don’t fail to instruct your clerks
when and in what lines you have ad-

Washington, Novr12— The pop- vertiaed a sale,
ulatlon of the United Stat« (erclus- Don’t place in your windows a betive of Alaska, Hawaii, Porto Rico ter grade of goods than you carry on
and other non-coutinguous posses- your shelve®.
sions) comprised in 1910, according Don’t expect your clerk to look
to the last federal census, 47.332,277 bright, cheerful and animated after

THIS

highest achievement of the stov$

males and 44,639,989females, or 106 they have stood on their feet several
males to every 100 females;in 1900 hours and waited on hundreds of
visiting with her mother in this city
there were 104.4 males to every ioo cu®t0I^er8for some time returnedto her home
females. These figures are
expect jour clerks to
slantly wear nice jew .clothes oni
in Chicago Saturday.
ed in a statement issued by L*I recto* La[ar[€g^at ar-» hardly sufPclent forj
Miss Marceline Ditto left Saturday Durand of the bureau of the census. the(T. t0
stomachs satisfor Chicago where she will visit with

-

|

relatives.

0

,
-

wonderful stove is the

makers

art.

contain

On account

keep

-

of its scientific construction it

equally well hard coal or crushed coke,

fied.

AT THE KNICKERBOCKER j Don’t feel that you have the only
Miss Julia Doyle has been visiting Knight and Beyers’ musical com- Roods on the market and a prosperat her home in this city over Sun- edy company who are appearing at j-'™ custotner ought to^ be kic ^ out
day.
Knickerbockertheater, are proving to f he or she doesn t buy immedla
George Roest of Nunlca is spending be great favorittesand a drawing at ‘T
,jne cier
Saturday and Sunday at his home in traction par excellence. The fun
produce
comes
fast
and
furious,
and
Don^
fall t0 rec0gnize that perhaps
this city.

burns

and is ab-

solutely the most economicalin fuel consumption of

I

any s^ove on the market.

they

cn-

if applause and laughter are any
customer really does
visiting in terlon the show Is more than
ebe or he want8
good. The company, It would
vour
Saugatuck Monday.
Don’t be ,nt1(1v
untidy ln
in your apppearhas struck the public fancy, and are I ance.
o
a band of player fqr ahead of shows
Don’t let a customer go away unof more pretention, and the large
lf y(m
heip it
Society \
crowds
1 uuu i uiAc jt
on yourself
yourself to
to make
make'
— ----- that
---- have
---- attendedthe differ- |
iv uu
Mr. and Mrs. Alton St Clair gave
ent performances so far, mean that new rules for your house.
a party in honor of their sister, Marie the patrons appreciate a good thing,
--- --- ---,hino, Don’t be careless in your grammer.
/VU1 customer
VUOW41,
8. Damson last night. The evening and the management is to be con- LJuai
Don’t BUglll
slight your
Just
before
was spent playing games
re- gratulated in securing this attraction fi^use it is a few minutes
Would that there were more. Anyone
freshments were served.
who likes a good hearty laugh
negiect to learn somethin?
Mr. and Mrs. C. Kuyers have issued visit the Knickerbocker,you 11 c«r about the goodg you are wlling, in

Mrs.

maWng ^

W. H. Wing was

seem,|

--

—

*

—
°

^

lar*ei

Don,t

John Nies Sons Hardware

c&n

ooMFAJxrsr
IMPERIAL UNIVERSAL

and

should

fill. Friday night ajd onier that you may discuss them incustomers.
Saturday
matinee
and night thaItelHaentlv
teiijgentlywith your cust
bration of their twenty-fifthwedding
laughing success, “VarietyIsle will Don't
alight the plainly
___________
.or poorly
anniversaryat their home at Noord- be
1 dressed customer
-----»**..
and
then fall all
eloos on Thursday afternoon Nov. 28.
over yourself to wait on the women

invitations to the approaching cele- talnly get your

nlgbt

presented. *

*

_

EARL G. LEWIS ON ADVICE OF
HOLLAND ATTORNEY MADE
CLEAN BREAST OF OFFENSE YEAR AGO.

During the year which has elapsed that he could

^

make good. Monday

tile reports have been coming regu- standing before the Judge the boy’s
larly, and they have been good in face ghown and glistened with the
Judge Padgham heard the good news trlumph of hIg achievement. He

--

:

^

- zva

aiv<>,cerwhlf

Little less than a year ago a young wlth a great deai of satisfaction,and shook a little with emotion. County

lad appeared before Judge Padgham when Judge Cross took the position,Agent Roosenraad gripped the boy’a
RE- dressed in the height of fashion.
Don't discriminate between cash in circut court charged with having be too felt a deep Interest In the case. han(i an(i wished him good luck and
en Huixenga entertainedtwenty of
and credit customers in so far as
to do with the raising of
Earl L*W,B left the coart room w,th
their friends at the latter’s home with
The right of a village council to your treatmentof them is concerned. something
pay ordef. Judge Padgham Interview the lad £ -hom hi. predecessor
, fre„ ,nd a verr htpp,
For the customer:
a miscellaneousshower Tuesday eve refuse to grant a saloon license and
ed
the
lad,
and
looking
Into
the
youog,*lve"
a
n8,lt
cl,*n<:e'
in honor of Miss Susie Bouwkaimp to prohibit the sale of liquor in a
Don’t try to make the clerk believe
who is to be a November bride. Priz- village,was upheld by the Michigan y^' purchase 1® the 111081 important face, he discerned good there. Ho1 Monday was the day set for the Proposals for 4th Ward Polling Booth
supreme court in an opinion handed tb|ng tbat cjerk wj]i have to do tne did not feel aa those he cared
™h's fliml appearaned In
es were won by Miss Reka Rixon
„.Drek court but the Judge directed the
down last month. The village of ent1r ,jay
Building
send
the young man to prison where county ft(?ent t0 gend word thftt u
and Fannie Olert. Music and games Grosse Point has refused to grant
Don,t forjfet fljat lhe cierlt only
----BUUIU uut
„„ necessary for him to Sealed pro;osals will be received
through wou[d
not be
formed amnsement for the evening saloon license to Edmund C. Venner. L1w|fcn an(j jg ap^ to make mistakes. his career might be blighted
criminal
associations.
The
Judge
make
personal
appearance."*t“
The by thG coramittee on Public Buildings
(jenounce a gtore because of
and the bride to be received many The latter applied to the
Property of tho common council
court of Wayne county for a writ of a g|jgt,t
inattention on the quietly slipped to the telephoneand young man was on his way to Grand
beautiful gifts.
mandamus to compel the village part 0f a clerk,
called up a business man In Saginaw p^gennraad0r®eactaed* Saginaw, and of the city of Holland, Mich., at the
board to issue the license to him. Don't t»e unreasonableIn your de- Their long distance conversation conM°Jay he wa, offlce of the clty clerk of said city,
REV . J. NOORDEWlER OF NE- The circuit court granted the writ Lumds.
vinced the Judge that the joung
p. m. 0f Tuesday, NoBRASKA WILL RESIDE IN
and ordered the village board to Issue
the cierk If the house
GRAND RAPIDS
up
V(,ml)fr )9, m2|.(or the M,e 0( tha
the license to open the saloon. The makes extravagantoffers in its ad- prisoner had acme good <"
Rev. J. Noorhewier former pastor
village officers appealed to the su- vertlsments and the clerk can’t show
of the Third Reformed Chuch of this
preme court and the latter court up- good that come up to the standard ftake the boy under
Urder W.
hh" t'1“, tho 4"1 Ward Po"h’,! b°0,h ’>Ul'^lng•
Ms
rtg recelved(rom ^im had been known as No. 301 First avenue.
city, one of the oldest ministers of
held the village council. It Is there set in the advertisments.
the Christian Reformed church for now established by the highest Don’t complain to the manager If I 0rth.a^‘la
and discharged him from The commlllee reserves the right
preached his farewell sermon to his court of our state that village boards a tired, overworked girl isn’t ns ln*
farther custody of the court. The bo, to reject an, or all bids. By order of
present congregationat Firth. Ne- have the right to deny applications bright and cheerful as you think she
young man on probation for a was Earl O. Lewis, a fine looking .he committee on Public Butldlnga
braska Sunday.
for saloon license and to prohibit ought to be.
He intends to move from the west when they so desire the. sale of liquor Don’t treat a salesman or sales- year, requiring that he make a report yum* chap who a year a«o got a bad and Propert;
em prairies to Bates street, Grand in the
lady differentlythan you would like
a cront PnnRPnraad of Zee- 8t8rt' bnt who when ^ven a
< H. pterenberg, Chr.
' • ,
Rapids. A new home is now being
or expect, if you were behind the and at stated
on Hmself, and proved Dated Holland, Midi., Nov. 14, 1911
built for Mr. Noordewier, wbo has
I*«an’a Rhenmatle Pllla for Rhru- counter.
received honorable dismissal from matism A Neuralgia. Entirelyvegetable. Safe.
Mrs. Richard Kleine and sister Hel-

VILLAGES HAVE A RIGHT TO
FUSE LIQUOR LICENSE

a ,he.e.nJoyJd
had

to

I

a

circuit

or

unuiiuai

|

w

^Te C

Z

Z

village.

active service a short

Ume

ago.

'

*

* *

*

ucvcoo„.,

^

*™uad
pregent
"““d ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
wing. ’ CroM
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intervals.

a
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WHAT YOU SAW

35

YEARS AGO. ZEELAND WOMAN GETS BACK

PUPILS

IN*

We

read a great deal in some of our
HERITANCE SHE SIGNED
papers about the productivenessof
AWAY.
farms out west, but we want to put
in right here, that one of our farms In Desperatlon to Sava Husband From
in this vicinity,Mr. J. Verhage, has
Prison Sne Had Signed Docureaped 7,090 pounds of corn frairn

TO LEARN

News

THEIR LIS-loRRIE BRU88E APPEARS BEFORE

A tract of about 10,000 acres north
of
Ottawa Beach, adjacent to Black
JUDGE PADQHAM YESTERlake, will be InspectedThursday by
DAY AFTERNOON.
the commissionappointed by Gov.
At the opening of circuit court in Osborn to look over prospective per
Grand Haven Tuesday afternoon manent camp sites for the M. N. 0.
five were arraigned before Judge This land lies back of the sand dunes
Cross. Orrie Brusse of Holland en- and reaches Black lake in places. The
tered a plea of guilty to larceny; Leo Ottawa Beach branch of the Pen
O’Heara pleaded guilty to forgery:
Arthur Kleft pleaded guilty to bur
glary; Tom Dale entered a plea to

SONS BY MEANS OF 8TEREOPTICON VIEWS

Modem Method It Adopted
Night By the Board

La»i

Marquette crosses the south end and
the Muskegon-Pentwater branch runs
along the east side it

lies

between

the railroad and tue lake. Major

1

of

one acre. This is from that Vries land
ment in California.
Education.
swamp at which so much Jeering has
Three importantdecisions were for
been done. Mr. Verhage has 50 acres
On recommendation of Superintenin winter wheat also. "How is this warded to County Clerk Jacob Gler- dent E. E. Fell the board of Educafor fanning in the woods?” we ask
um Monday by Julge Cross. The tion Monday night authorized the pur
our readers out west.
evidence was taken in the cases in chase of a stereoptlcon lantern for
The schooner Kate Howard was se- the Ottawa circuitcourt recently and the purpose of using it la the daily the charge of forgery.In tlw case of
verely damaged and finally ceached the judge has since had them under work in the schools. The Keystone
the people vs. Charles McDanne, wife
while attemptingto run Into the har- consideration.
View company of Meadvllle, Pa., has desertion, ProsecutorOsterhous gave
bor at Michigan City during the gale
In the case of Dina Lewis vs. Ed- loaned the board 600 slidea to be notice of a motion to nolle pros. The
of last week. She struck the pier
ward
Doyle, the court orders that the used In this line of work and from case of the people vs. John Kats,’;
hard, knocked over part of the light
house, carrying away her fore-boom instrumentsconveying the inherit- now on this method of education will charged with selling diseased meats
and foresail and injuring Capt. War ance of the complainant from her be extensively used in all grades. The
was the first matter called for trial
ing’s daughter severely. Force pumps
father, Jan Van Eenenaam to Edward six hundred slides cover practically at the new term and a Jury was sehave been procured from Chicago In
order to get the boat afloat again. We Doyle to be set aside. This case is all the subjects taught in the public cured this afternoon.
sincerely regret the loss sustained by one of the most interesting and at schools. They are made for the
her owners.
the same time pathetic suits heard most part from actual photographs MINISTERS’
ELOQUENT
WHAT YOU SAW 30 YEARS AGO- by the circuit court, and in the trans- and they will help grea»V in giving
TALKS AGAINST FRATERNIl^ast Friday night the Democrats of cript of the findings, Judge Crosa disthe pupil accurate Information.
TIES.
this city Indulged In a public demon
played human sympathy as well as
As an example, suppose the geoatratlon of their Joy over the result
The convention of the Michigan
of the late election. Speeches were a keen consideration of the facts In graphy lesson Is up for consideration
Christian
association that held four
made by Messrs. M. D. Howard. K. the case.
It is very hard to give the immature
Schaddelee and J. P. AlcotL Gees’
The recital of the circumstanceschild a clear conceptionof the var- meetings Wednesday and Thursday
musical class furnished the music for is the tragic story of the unfortunate
ious industries in the country. The in the 14th St. ChristianReformed
the occasion and rendered some very
married life of Dina Lewis. In the mining business,for instance, can church and in the 9th St. Christian
fine selections.
first place the woman is not gifteJ be but very inadequatelypresented Reformed church came to
close
— o
Mr. 0. Breyman raised In his gar- wy)th particuarkeenness of mind, to the minds of the boys and girls Friday evening in the 9th Street
den this year, some very Ine radish- which could defend her in matters by the usual method of description church, with two lectures,one by the
es of the Black Spanish variety.Two
which related to her own welfare, and reading from books. But the Rev, Mr. Day of Grand Rapids and
of the radishes weighed 15 pounds.
She was merely a ploddingwife and stereoptlcon will give the pupils clear onp by the Rev. J. Groen o' Grand
How is that for fine radishes?
a faithful mother, with a real, ab- ideas of actual conditions from photo Rapids. The church was well filled
We are Informed that H. D. Moore. sorbing love for her sick husband. graphs taken in the great mining and many people also attended the
R. M. Moore, and Stockbridge& Dina Van Eenenaam was her maiden
centers.Likewisein teaching history meetings in the other church.
Johnston will give the Nickel Plate
name and she lived at Zeeland, where for instance, the battle of Gettys- Dr. Blanchard who had been deSlOiOOO If the line is extended to
Saugatuck. Other Saugatuckiansshe married Lewis. Her chance of burg can be brought home to the pended upon for a series of addresses
will probably also contribute liberal- happinness ;was blighted somewhat pupil as no description In a boo« was unable to attend the convention
ly in order to secure a railroad out by her husband’s ill health and the
could bring it home. He can practic- and his place was taken by Mr. Day.
let.— Allegan Tribune.— *If this is so
couple moved to Los Angeles,Cali- ally see the battle. All the formation This speaker is an authority on the
It ia what we call enterprising enterfornia, with the hope of saving Lewis’ of the contending armies can be subject. He' at one time gave a
prise.
life. He found a position as a driver thrown on the canvas, all the points whole year to the work of fighting
The Bloodhounds of the "Uncle and collector for a laundry company in stragedy can be graphically fraternitiesand he has been in the
Tom’s Cabin” company broke loose of which Edward Doyle was the
shown and the pupil at the conclu- work for the past 20 years. He is an
last week and killed the donkey. The
manager. Suddenly the blow fell. sion of a lesson of this kind can have eloquent speaker and well posted on
dog was rather mean to pick out the
Lewis in his desperation for money, an actual picture of how It happen- his subject. The Rev. Mr. Groen is
best actor in the company
WHAT YOU SAW 25 YEARS AGO. had failed to turn in collectionsuntil ed instead of having merely a Jumble also an eloquent speaker and delivered a fine address. He was formerly
Last week oil was struck in Alle- he was $1900 short in his accounts. of phrases and Ideas.
Doyle informetf him that unless the
gan by the company which was borIn this way all the subjects will be pastor of the First Christian Reform
ing for gas and the town is going shortage was made good within a covered and eventually the plan will ed church of Zeeland and at present
wild over the discovery.Monday
very few days he would go to prison. perhap8 be extended still more. It he Is pastor of the largest Christian
night the valtage was illuminated
with burning oil from six pipe.?. Lewis broken in health and despond- has been found to work out success- Reformed church In the United
About one hundred barrels of the ent, went home to his wife and sink- fully in Grand Rapids, Battle Creek, States.
crude product has been pumped from ing down into a chair he wept as ho Kalamazoo and many other cities, alThere was much enthusiasm about
the well
confessed his embezzlement.Thea though Holland Is In the forefront of the meetings and they were very sucthe wifely instinct of Dina Lewis, the exaller cities to adopt the plan cessful. The good attendance was
In these days of anarchists’ bombs
and infernal machines it is hard to surged up. Her husband was surely Teh stereoptlcon machine will also considered rather remarkable in view
imagine to what a height a wo/nan s on the threshold of the prison in a be used to give evening entertain- of the election excitement.
fancy may soar. One day this week strange state and among strange ments in the high school assembly The officers for the ensuing year
a lady residing on Ninth street im- people His children would be disroom. It is the plan of the school of- are: President, Rev. Mr. Bowman:
agined that she saw upon a passing
graced and she would be alone to ficials to make the school plant serve vice-president,Rev. J. J. Hleminga of
dray, three coffins piled one upon the

Stewart and other local officerswill

acompany the commission

to Ottawa

Beach, today to look over-

the

ground

|

j

l

;

Children Cry for Fletcher’s

.

;

GIVE

|

|

The Kind You Have Always Bonght, and which has been
In use for over 30 years, has borne the signature of
and has been made under his per0“al •uperrision since its Infancy.

.

Allow no one to deceive you In this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “ Just-as-good” are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children— Experience against Experiment,

a

—

---------

other and the whole covered by a dis
anal black pall. The action of the ve
hicle seemed to act strangely and
the very motion of the horse and dull
rumble of the wheel gave every indication of some dreadful mystery. No
time was lost in notifying the man
of the family and he closely shadowed the dray with its suspicious
load and shortly afterwardsovertook
it at the entrance of the Lyceum
Opera house where almost miraculously the three coffins were transformed into an upright Fischer piano
and thus was the great mystery ex
ploded.

WHAT YOU SAW

20 YEARS AGO
Henry J. Conkrightcarried out the
terms of an election bet on the result
for president, Thursday p.
by
wheeling Dave Blom on a wheelbarrow around one block of the city.
The procession with its flags, fife and
drums was a novel one.

m.

-

fight the unequal battle

the community as much as possible Grand Rapids; secretary. Rev. A. R.
Back home in Zeeland Jan Van and not- confine the use to a few hours Merrill: treasurer. Rev P A HoekEeneaam through hard work and a day while the classes are in ses- stra. Holland
thirft so evident in the Dutch char sion. If these entertainmentsprove
The association embraces three deacter, had accumulated a small es- popular the system will doubtless be nominations — the United Brethren,
tate When the time came for him to extended and more of the details of the Free Methodistand the Christian
close up his earthly accounts, he left

modern system of making

-

the school Reformed— and is a

member of

national association. Conventionsare

might not he pennilesswhen Lewis

held annually.

o

could support her no longer
BRIDE COMES FROM ACROSS THE
It was of this that the woman thot
OCEAN TO MARRY HOLLAND-of the little nest egg. When Doyle

ER HERE.

Insisted that the shortage should be

-

COMMISSION WILL
o-

BE

CASTORIA

genuine

>

The Kind Yon Hare Always Bought
In Use Tor Over 30 Years
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HERE

seek their fortunes in America. Mr.
AaBletna came to this country ten
months ago, secured employment and
prepared a home for his sweetheart.

15 YEARS AGO. but her husband had died without the
Michael Seery has bought out his stain of prison upon him.
partner, Charley Blom and is now
When friends heard of her story,
sole owner of the First ward saloon.
they set to work in her tehalf. The
The first venison of the season was case was tried before Judge Cross,
displayedon Thursday at the mar- and the court recognized the simplicket of J. Kuite, Jr. It was sent in ity of the woman who was trying to
by Austin Harrington.
have the document set aside that she
WHAT YOU SAW 10 YEARS AGO. might again become possessedof
A marriage license has been issu what rightfullybelonged to her.
ed to George Van Dyke of this city
In his findings Judge Cross stated
and Miss Minnie Deur of North Holthat he was not called upon to decide
land.
as to Lewis’ embezzlement but that
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Peter Burgh, in his opinion Dina Lewis had comEast Eleventh street, Saturday—a mitted no offense against Doyle and
daughter.

GLOBE

Miss Lettinga left the Netherlands
Oct 26 and arrived here at midnight
Nov.

6,

and was married Nov. 7. Jas,

Van Pernis was a witness and

acted

as interpreter as neither the bride or

Stoyes and Ranges

groom could speak English Mr. and
Mrs. v Aardema will reside on College
avenue near 19th

street.

Made
CONRAD 8IER8MA AGED

19,

in

Kokomo

COM-

THE INSURED LINE

E8 HOME AND DIES OF
HEART FAILURE.
Conrad Siersma aged 19, died suddenly at his home at 12 East 16th

Something new in Range Construc-

Monday night. Mr. Slersman had
been troubled with heart disease for
some time but his death came as

tion

St.

i

great surprise to his family and
friends In the evening he came home
at about 10:30, and taking off his coat
he started to go upstairs but fell He

Doyle could thereforenot compel got up again and lay down on the
her
to give up her inheritance.Be- couch but died in a few minutes.
The silver cup won by the trotter,
McKinley, at Memphis, Oct. 29 in the wildered and frightened and not ovThe funeral wtl Rake place this
2:11 trot to wagon is displayedin erly bright, Dina had given of her afternoon at 1:30 from the home
the big show window of Con DePree’s
own property under the idea that dis- and 2 o’clock from the Trinity Redrug store. The cup is valued at
aster would sweep her family unless formed church. He Is survived by his
$200.
she did. The instrumentsof convey- parents, Mr. and Mrs. Peter Sieinuia,
Born to Mr. and Mrs. John H. Kre- ance were therefore set aside and the and by three brothers and four sismer, Wednesday—a son.
property ordered returned to her.
ters, Albert, Arend and Henry Siers- ---- o
In the drain case of the township ma, Mrs. Henry Carson, and the
THE DEMONS OF THE SWAMP of Blendon against Chris Do Jonge, Misses Angie, Sena and Nellie.
are mosquitos.As they sting they
put deadly malaria germs In - the J,,dS0 Cr08B declded thttt the c|om*
blood. Then follow the Icy chills and plalnanthad not made sufficient
DONT BE TO INQU8ITIVE
the fires of fever. The appetite files showing and ordered tho case disThe goose had been carved, and
and the strengthfails; also malaria injS8e(j with the costs to complainant,
everybody has tasted it It was exoften paves the way for deadly tyA new trial was ordered in the cellent.The negro minister, who was
phoid., But Electric Biters kill and
cast out the malaria germs from the case of Belle M. 8. Bryant against the guest of honor coaid not restrain

-

drove

luis enthusiasm.
"Dais aa fine a goose as I evah see

blood; give you a fine appetite and Julius H. Brace.
renew your strength. . "After
o
Bruddah Williams.”he said to bla
suffering." wrote Wm. Fretwell, of Allegant Nov; 12-A man drove into
host. "Whar did you git such a fine
Lueama, N. C.,' "three bottles
„.!»», «
.11 tho malaria from my ayatam, an<l'tli:|lrlt>' yesterday afternoon»lth a goose?”
"Well, now, pqhjwn,” replied the
I’ve had good health ever since.”, light rig to which were hitche^threc
carver of tho goose, exhibiting great
Best for all stomach,liver and kidney wolf collie dogs, one full blood timber dignity and reticence, "when you
His. Gets, at Walsh Drug Co.-, Geo. VoIf and one pther dog. He states preaches a spechul good sermon, I
L. —
Lage, and H.
R. ....
Doesburg.
—
......
he has driven them from Ashland, never axes you whar you got It. I

lohg -

or Nothing Dvi tho^Cyoi

AWT, TT MUNWAT TWCCT. WtW TOWN CITT.

Cr;ryfjcaJ

WHAT YOU SAW

ESSIE

W

Mrs. Lewis and her husband then Netherlands but decided they would Holland.

the last degree, Dina Lewis signed
Married on Wednesday, Peter Prins
and Miss Lizzie Van Dommelen. The the documents which took her Inhergroom is the popular 1st ward gen- itance from her.
eral dealer.
That was In the spring of 1906 and
Thomas’ Cornet band gave the sucLewis died in July of the same year.
cessful candidate in this city, Messrs.
G. J. Diekema and B. D. Keppel, a She was alone and almost penniless
in a strange state among strangers
serenade Thursday evening.

WTIMira

Bears the Signature of

TRACT

daughter.

W°

always

husband
Miss Anna Lettinga was married
Another permanent camp site for
would go to prison Dina Lewis signed to John Aardema by Justice Miles
over her inheritance to Doyle and the Thursday afternoon. Mr. Aardeana the Michigan National guard has
case was dropped.
and Miss Lettinga were lovers in the been suggested, this time close to

on

—

ASTORIA

THURSDAY TO INSPECT

made up at once or her

tramped through the rain to Doyle’s
quarters on the day of the settlement
and there faced Doyle a^d his attorBorn to Mr. and Mrs. Ike VerSchure ney. The Lewis family had no atSeventh street, Thursday— a torney and frightened and dazed to

5

is C

Castoria Is a harmless snbstltnte for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Props and Soothing Syrups. It is pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age Is 1U guarantee.It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness.For moro than thirty years it
has been in constant use for the relief of Constipation.
Flatulency, W ind Colic, all Teething Troubles and
Dlarrhcea. It regulates the Stomach and Bowels.

the

his daughter an Inheritance that she a social centre adopted.

-

What

Electric Welding and Ingot Iron
REGAL GLOBE

The bodies guaranteed for 25 years against destruction
by rust
We

do not ask you to take our word for this.

You

are protected by a 25 year paid

up

In-

surance Policy, issued to eyery purchaser.

The manufacturersof
ments and methods
save time and
Not only
All ranges

that will insure

trouble,
is

GLOBE STOVES and RANGES
economy

work and worry

to

the consumption of fuel, but

will

for the user.

the body insured but there are other features of equal importance.

having smooth castings and the

ranges easy

in

adopt not only improve-

keep

rivets eliminated

by welding makes these

clean.

Come and see these new features and many bthers we cannot here enumerate.

SoM Exclusively By

ZOERflAN & VEREEKE

i

Minn., each Jay-, drive bale* from

*

to 40 miles. *

3f.

.how

me do

same

13 WqsI 16th Street

HOLLAND, JHIOH.
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Holland City News
HOPE COLLEGE
The Knickerbockeraociety of Hope

college has
provincial

grown and outgrown

Ita

vote In this county this year was
2429 In 1908,

GOOD ROADS IN MICHIGAN.

traveling sales
MAN FOUND DEAD IN BED

:hicago

character.Ita benefits 2141. Bryan secured

THE GOSPEL OF

Given Great Impetus by Sugar Bast
Parker 1503 in 1903, Bryan 3050 In
Believed to Have Fallen While On the
Industry'sGrowth.
co lege enjoyed a delightful evening
tion of the Church. It Is in a splen- 1900 and Bryan 3550 In 1896. Taft’s
The
rapid
growth of the beet sugar
the
Ear.
Fright ntght In connectionwith their
did position to serve and does actual vote In Ottawa county this year was
Industry lu Michigan has been one of
Boat;
Blood
Clot
Found
Behind
reception of new members. An exly serve the whole denomination. It 1734. Four years ago his vote in
the powerful factors contributing to
cellent iprogram of the following num
Something of a mystery surroundi
draws Its students from New York Ottawa county was 6642. Roosevelt
the extension of good roads lu the
bers was rendered:
the death of F. T. Porter of Chicago.
ltl ltlll
.
to the east, and from Montana and in 1904 secured 6908; McKinley In
state. While an acre of wheat or oat*
Vocal solo— Kruldenler:Instrument
Washington to the west, and from 1900 received 5324; McKinley In 1896 which occurred at Hotel Holland late Qr, HBIKey W. Wlty PreBClieS yields a crop welgblug from half to
al duet— Oreenfleldand Raap; Stunt
Saturday night. Porter was a passenall the middle states. The cities of had 5188.
two-thirds of a tou, the output from
— M. Verburg, H. Kremers; Humoran acre of sugar beet* averagesteu
New York, Brooklyn, Paterson,Pas- In Debate on Merits of Question H* ger on the steamer City of Benton HarIt to Farmers.
ous recitation—G. De Motta; quartet
bor which reached Holland shortlyaltons or more. The t>eetB cannot be
Is Givsn Right to Presidency.
saic, Mt. Vernon, Albany, Schenect—De Boer, Dame, Hdneveld,Veltman
marketed at any time that aults the
ter noon. Leaving the boat Porte:
The
debate
of
the
Junior
class
of
ady, Cleveland,Detroit, Chicago,
convenience of the farmer. They must
Budget— Leenhouts and Blekking;.
passed
the
residence
of
Police
Chief
Grand Rapids, etc., are representedHope college yesterdaywas the ques
A WONDERFUL TRANSFORMER. be delivered to the factory when It Is
The new men received Into the so- among the etudentry ot
tlon "Reaolvcd,That Mr. Taft had Kamfcrbeek and the latter noticed that
ready to receivethem, and thla time ls
ciety were K. Greenflleld,C. Basuine,
more right to the presidency than his ear was bleeding.
In the fall, when ordinary dirt roads
F. Kruldenler, J. Beltman.F De Roos
Porter went to Hotel Holland and
WOMAN'S LITERARY CLUB IN- Mr. Roosevelt.” The affirmative was
“Wh»r«v«rthe Sugar Baat la Cultivat- are likely to l>e in bad condition.
S. Fllpse, C. Oeerling, J. Kleinjahn,
VITED BY HOPE LITERARY upheld by C. Muste and Haiel Cle- engaged a room. At 6 o’clock he ad,” Dr. Wilsy Daclaraa,"tha Farm- The result has been that a strong deJ. Kulte, 0. Miller, G. Raap, F. Van
ments the negativeby H. Huffs and sent a call for the bell boy, but did not
ara Ara All Proaparoua"— Amarica mand for good roads has arisen wherSOCIETIES
Haaften,T. Zwemer.
ever sugar factorleahave been estabHenrietta Plasman. On the merits ask for a physician. His pillow was
Fully Fifty Yaara Bahind Europa.
Interesting Items of current events
lished. The manufacturers have given
After the program the society
of the questionthe affirmative was saturated with blood.
were given by the Woman's Literary
"Farming practice* In vogue upon a heed to this, and the various sugar
adjourned to a fine spread without
Landlord Wentworth finally sumclub m timbers Tuesday afternoon almo8t unanimously chosen. On the
great majority of the cultivatedtracts companies have adopted the custom
which no celebration of that kind an7 all united"in singing "Maryland merits of the argument there was a moned Dr. Tuttle and Porter was giv
lu America are obsolete,"declares Dr. wherever good roads funds have l>een
would be complete..
My Maryland.” A paper on NTaryiandtie and the deciding vote In favor of en a hypodermic. Shortly before mid Harvey W. Wiley, former chief chem Atartedof contributinga dollar to this
Mrs. C. V. R Glhnore of this city Is and the Carolinas, was given by Mrs. the negative was cast by Cyrus Drop- night he was found dead in his room. lBt of t|le i>e|,artmeutof Agriculture. purpose for every dollar raised by the
)r. Cook performed a postmortemand «in agriculture we are fully fifty farmers themselves. The result Is that
booked as one of the speakersat the H. VanArk. Among other Interesting pers, chairman of the day.
thirtieth anniversaryof the woman's information, Mrs. Van Ark told that
ound
a blood clot back of his
years behind Europe, and the better nearly every town containing a t>eet
The Firat Funeral
It is believed that Porter must have utilizationof our farm resource* Is one sugar factory has l>ecome a center for
board of domestic missions to be held the poems “The Raven" by Poe, "The
Although organized18 months ago
in the Marble Collegiatechurch In Star Spangled Banner” by Francis the new Trinity Reformed church alien on the boat owing to the rough »( the umt Important problem! before good roads development. The benefits
this movement have not been conNew York city Tuesday. November Scott Key and "Maryland My Mary- will opeu Us doors this after- tea. No foul play it suspected a, a ^J'Xluued, allp.hod method! of of
fined to the l>eet farmers, of course,
19. Since Its last meeting at the close land” by James Randall were all noon for its first funetul. Conrad ticket to Saugatuck, a memorandum produdulI
allJ ror„ but have become evident In the ImIsiersma, who succumbed suddenly to
of last year the board has been suc- written In the city of Baltimore.
x>ok and about $7 in money wcrc are ntlll lu vogue lu over itt |R*r rent proved appearance of the towns themWii. heart failure, Joined the society only ound in his clothes. He was 36 years 0f n,e country devoted to these Indus- selves,In the Increased business done
cessful In raising $5000 toward wipThe persecutionsof Roger
ing out the $7,000 deficit.
Hams and Anne Hutchinson were a {ew wee^B before he died. Rev. old. Chief Kamferbeek is making an tries," said Dr. Wiley, continuing his by their merchantsand lu the advanc
Impeachmentof our lax farming lag values of all property.
Mrs. Elisabeth Nlbbellnk aged 76 graphically .portrayed In a paper by John Van Peursem. the pastor, will
There Is nothing that will give ft
Porter’s home in Chicago was a methrN. "The growing of these
died Friday at the home of her Mrs. C. C. Wheeler. Mis. D. A. VBn|P™“>> the sermo“community a bigger boost In developdaughter Mrs. Vender Veere at 29 Oort told of the Indian troubles that, mr
at 3718 Willon avenue <™1» >""'j
MB8 LL0YD ROggpTg rooming house
i j v ___ I u. ik. u, i tn.,r \ u°t have U*eu ranked as agriculture. ment and prosperity than the estabEast 14th street. Mrs. Nlbbellnkhas
where he had
|)Ut should have l»een descrll>ed as lishment of good roads, and It Is fortu.
culminatedIn 'King Philips
charged WITH BEING DI5lived in Holland most of her life and
years. Mrs. George K. baker, who
of tht. *0,1. A* H re nate for the state that Its two greatest
The musical number was a piano
ORDERLY
bas a wide acquaintancehere She lo by Miss Hannah Te Roller. Colonconducts the house, was unable to give lujj ,m.rHgo production per acre Industrial developments of recent
is survived by five children, Wesley, lal Life and Schools were described | Chief of Police Walk. In On Merry- any important information about him. 0f these crop* has fallen to a mini years, automobilemanufacturingand
the beet augnr Industry, have both
maker.— They Promi.e Not to
Mrs. Henry De Vries, Dick, Mrs. W. by Mrs. H. P. Burkholderwho told of
The police have learned that Porter mum.
worked so powerfully toward the conMake DisturbanceAgain
Vender Veere, and Chris all residing many curious customs of our foreeft Chicago last Friday for Holland. "Farming, for one thing, must Isstructionof the best type of highways.
It
should
bo
in this city. The funeral was held fathers Mrs. Greer read "America'’ I A charge of disorderly conduct As the boat neared Holland the stew- made more attractive,
This will Ih>
Monday afternoon at 2 o’clock from hy Bishop Berkeley. An Invitation was preferred yesterday by the police ard. John Say. was told that a
Proflttble'
done as our farmers learn more thorthe home
was lying helplesson the rear deck. oughly the principlesof Intensive cultl'
was received from
and
tm’:
The C class football team of Hope Sorosls Literary societies of Hope Roberts
Say investigated and found Porter semi- vutjon llll(j n knowledge of the
street. They appeared before Justice
college proved too much for the sec- College to the Members o! the Wo-|
conscious and
methods of feeding the soli and of the
.
,Sooy
and were fined $5 each. Morsond high school team and downed the mu's Literary club Inviting them to
Porter
was
able,
however,
after
the
rotation of crops,
they
compelled t0 proml,e
SEED.
High to the tune of 27-0. The game Voorhees reception hall tomorrow,
wound had been attended, to leave the "To this end 1 have l>een preaching
was played Thursday afternoon on afternoonfrom three to five o’clock. to be "good” from now cn, on pain boat by himself, and he went to the for the past thirty years the gospel of
of being comipelled to leave the city
the 19th street grounds. Ten minutes TK«* Invitation was accepted with apor sent to the county Jail. They
o'|ty|e
">0of
,a**r
quarters were played and the game plause.
Undertaker Nlbbellnk look cha^e ert
thii h|g|lM,
lnten„Te New Type Being Developed by
promised
that
never
again
would
It
the bodjq Monday the dead man's
was refereed by Prof. Gilbert of the
o
culture that science has been able to
be necessary for the police to go to
High school.
Department ol Agriculture.
BUT JURY COMES IN AND AN any trouble about them and on this aunt, Mr*. Nellie Finley, arrived from
Chicago to look after the burial. Thc|
The C's started things off with a
are not confined to the western sec-
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NOUNCES A VERDICT OF

the campus.
The AdeVphic Y. M. C. A. met Tues-

,

H7fS“1N“lLT(ktk,cr^

rush and scored a touchdown during
"NOT GU'ILTY”
the first three minutes of play. After
that they scored a touchdowneach John Kata of Zeeland la Freed of
•quarter. Touchdowns — Boone, StaCharge of Selling Diseased Meat
plekamp, Jellema (2).
to Holland Woman
This afternoon a hot contest Is
A case of what seems to the laypromised when the Cs meet the B's

on

live

condition several charges other than funeral took place
the disorderly charge were not push terment, was at

Tuesday and InDouglas. Porter

The Department of Agriculture at
Washington is run on the principle
that small perfectionsmean large profits. This la exemplified hy the fact
that the government scientistshave

ed at this time. They were given to is survived by an uncle, Tom Gray, ofj
understand however, that In case Fennville,another uncle, George L.
there Is any disturbance of any kln-% Dutcher, Fennville,and a mother who
at their home again the other charg lives in California. Porter was a traves will be pushed and a Jail sentence eling salesmanand was in the coffee
]

and

man

as a miscarriageof Justice de- will very likely follow.
Chief of Police Kamferbeek had
1 veloped in circuit court in Grand

re-

day night at the home of Dr. J. W. Haven Tuesday afternoon. John eived the Intimationthat the RobBeardslee. The devotional exercises Kata 0f Zeeland was on trial on the erts' home on West Seventh street
were In charge of Mr. Oliver Drop- charge of sellingdiseased meat. The was causing a lot of uneasiness
pers of the Junior class. Mr. Olden- complaining witness was Mrs. Ruth|among
neighborsand that it was
burger of the middle class read a Mulder of this city who swore on tjie gcene of carousalsalmost every
very helpfiri and instructive paper the stand that Kats had sold her 87 evening. Tuesday night about 10 p. m
on the Adult Bible class raoveurent. pounds of diseased meat. The case the Chief quietly made an InvestiHerman Prins proved himseflf a came up In Holland some months gallon and he heard the noise and

^

tea line.

-

0

tried for ten years to develop a certain

-

type of augnr beet seed. The perfect
seed Is now in sight Its establishment
will mean an annual gain of from $11, •
000,000 to $13,000,000to the sugar beet

FRON THE SUNNY SOUTH
William Westraterand daughter of
Martinsburg,

West

Virginia, are

farmers of the

The

visit-

R

fect seed wus called to Secretary Wilson’s attentlou hy Truman O. Palmer,
secretary of the United States beet
sugar Industry,In 1002. Secretary Wilson was confined to his home with a
severe cold at the time, but he grew so
excited about the matter that he forgot his cold and started his scientific
men at w’ork Immediately.
Here is the story of what the perfect

home of Mr. and Mrs. N.
Stanton in this city. Mr. Westrater
came to America with his parents in
1847 and lived in Zeeland township
for many years. During the Civil war
he went to the front and served in the
Union army until the end of the war
When asked whv it was that he, a lone
Hollander, should be living in West
ing at the

west

possibility of developing the per-

bero by stopping a runaway this ago when Kats was given an examin- singing that accompanied the carousmorning on Eighth street near the ation in the city hall. At that time al at a considerabledistance. The
Lokker and Prins Garage. The team j the flpm 0f Dlekema, Kollen & Ten back door being unlocked the chief
was owned by Van Alsburg Bros, and , cate looked after thei Interests of walked Into the room and confronted
beet seed will do for the firmer:
was used for delivering Ice. The Kat8 while ProsecutingAttorney Os- the merrymakersbefore they knew Virginia, where there was hardly anThe sugar beet crop needs unusual
other
Hollander
to
be
found,
the
vethorses were standing in front of a terhous appeared for the people. Kats that they had been O.lscovered. The
care. The seed Ih drilled iu rows, sevOB. HAltVKT W. WILIY.
house on East Eighth street when was bound over to circuit court anJ chief found in the room Mr. and Mrs eran smiled happily and recalled the
eral beet seeds being planted to the
suggest.
The principlesof feeding the
they became frightenedand started yesterday his case was
Roberta and six other men. Against romance of his youth.
Inch. When the l»eeta are up lalwrera
"Well, it was this way,” Ir said in sugar crops, the methods of culture go through the fields with a hoe and
headlong down the street. Mr. Prins
After the witnesses for the defense these men no charge has been made
and handling, the attention and skill
"block” them out, leaving a single
the inimitableSouthern drawl which
eaw them coming and running in had been examined the attorney for "i am glad people are willing
of the workers, are such as to create in
small bunch every eight Inches. And
long
residence
in
West
Virginia
has
front of the horses he grabbed the Kats asked that the Jury should be co-operate with the police depart
every field and factory devoted to here the trouble comes, for a beet
given
him;
"when
I
was
out
soldiering
v
....
______
____
__
____
bridle of one and hung on until he taken out of the room When this ment in ridding the city of places of
sugar culture an agricultural expert- seed is rarely a single seed. It nor
during the war I met a girl at Martin*- meut g(at|on0f the highest type. The
fltopped them. The horses had a had been done he made a motion to this kind,” said the chief. "As
mally contains several t>eet germs—
In the greatgood start and dragged hkmi several quash the case. This was denied by this case all that is necessary for burg whom I thought was just a bit goti nn^ C||IQnticrondltlons
perhaps as many as six-ao the little
feet before he could contiol them.
Judge Cross. The Jary again took the people of a neighborhood who nicer than any girl I had ever met up in er part of the United States are thor !>eet clusters, must Ih» thinned. LaborMichigan I made up my mind then oughly favorable to beet culture, and ers go through the fields on hands and
o
their seats and the witnessesfor the are molested by people and places
PRESIDENT VENNEMA WRITES people were heard. After the pleas 0f this kind is to notify headquarters, and there that if she would have me America Is the greatest sugar market knees, grasping one hardy beetlet between the thumb and forefinger of
ARTICLE ON FOUNDING AND had been made the Jury finallyfiled We want all Information of this kind *"« t
of the !0Ser beet the the left band, while with the right
make
West
Virginia
my
bom
croj)g
are
grown
|n
rotation
with
GROWTH OF HOPE
out of the room into the Jury room since it helps us to do our work
they pull out the remaining beetlets.
very graciouslyaccepted me and 1 have lt ^4 very mucj, |arKer returns than
COLLEGE.
to begin their deliberationsand come right”
If this operation Is not performed at
lived there ever since — and I think a when the old fashioned system of agrl
Inatltutlon Has Outgrown Ita Provin- to a conclusion.Apparently Kats bea certain period In the developmentof
sight more of her now than I did even culture prevailed. The reflex action of
lieved that this verdict of the Jury
the beetlets those left to grow will die.
cial Characterand Now Servea
then,” he added after a thoughtful| this Influence becomes a benefit to
By great labor the government sciwould not be favorable.At any rate
A Wide Field.
American agriculture the value of entistssecured 2.000 single germ beet
pause.
while the Jury was out his attorney
which It would be difficultto measure seeds. As only 1 per cent of beet
In last weeks Issue of the Christian
A HOLLAND CITIZEN GIVES INAfter the war. Mr. Westratertook
offered to Judge Cross to enter a plea
In dollars and cents.
Intelligencer appears an article enFORMATION OF PRICELESS
seeds are normally single germs, over
a positionwith the Baltimore & Ohio
of guilty to the charge, on condition
"Wherever the sugar beet Is culti- 200,000 seeds bad to Im* minutelyexVALUE
titled, "They Builded Better Than
railroad and he* served that road for vated the farmers are all prosperous,
that the Judge would promise that he
amined for this selection. It took two
They Knew" by Prea. A. Vennema of
nearly forty years. He has now retired no matter what kind of other crops
When
you
suffer
from
backache,
would not give Kats a jail sentence,
years to secure the first geueration of
Hope College. The writer says In
Headaches, dizziness, nervousness, on a pension from that company.
they raise. The beet generallyIm

tried.

t

___

-

-

wa:.1

bf
.

GOOD ADVICE

regard to the founding and growth of
the college:

"When In 1853 the General Synod
of the Reformed chnrch received uncare the Academy at Holland,
Michigan, which In 1866 became Hope

der

Its

but would let him off with a fine.

Ap

parently Judge Cross also believed
that the jury would certainly bring
in a verdict of guilty. At any rate
he refused to accept the conditions
and so Kats and his attorney declared that they would try their luck

Feel weak, languid, depressed,
Have annoying urinary disorders;

Do you know what to do?
Some Holland people do.
Read the statement that follows.

Westraterhad some excitingexper- proves the productiveness of the

soil In

a Lfnion Soldier in the all kinds of agriculture. It causes the
employment of more labor and indiCivil war. He tells some good stories
iences while

of his experiences in connection with

rectly benefits

commerce and

tniusi>or-

tatlou and produces in every commu-

the selected plants, for the tM*et Is a
biennial. The liest plant yielded 20
per rent of single germ seed. In the
second generation one plant yielded GO
per cent single germ seed. The fifth
generation has just been reached and
shows one plant yielding over 80 per
cent of single germ seed. Probably in
a few more generations the constant
single germ seed will be a reality
As a result the beet farmer will save
from $5 to $8 an acre on band labor,
and It Is estimatedthat bis average
tonnage will Im? Increased from onethird to onehalf. thus adding from.
$23 to $20 to his profit per acre.

the capture of a famous Southern "freenity conditions of prosperity In agriboter,” and later, while returningfrom culture which it would be difficult to
Holland citizen.
college, It builded better than it
Testimony that can be Investigated deliveringConfederateprisoners,Wes- bring nlsiut in any other way.
with the Jury.
knew. Moved by a deep interest in
When the jury finallyhad come to Mrs. J. H. De Feyter, 137 Central trater was capturedby a Confederate "The culture of the beet brings into
the colony of Hollanderswho had rethe neighborhoodthe large sugar faca conclusion and had filed back Into Ave, Holland Mich,, says; "I am contingent and lodged in Libby prison
cently emigrated from the Nethertory ujflng fuel and other raw matethe court room the foreman was ask- pleased to give Doan’s Kidney Pills at Richmond.
rial, with Its complement of laborers
lands and settled In the wilds of Mich
Westrater would have come to and experts, thus giving a better and
ed what verdict they had come to, my endorsement having takqn them
Igan, It laid the foundationof this
for backache with the most satisfac- Michigan earlier in the year if it had
he said,
more profitable market to the surroundeducational work In order that these
tory
results. Another merabtr of my not been for election.He stayed at ing farmers for all their products.
"Not guilty 1”
cotonlsts might have teachers and
"While there has been a general tendJohn Kats can thank his lucky family had kidney trouble and Doan’s home to cast his vote. The people of
•preachers.
Root Crop Every Fourth Year.
stars that Judge Cross did not ac- Kidney Pills were used successfully West Virginia were more interested in ency toward the reduction of tariff du‘Then Michigan was not yet a state
ties. this tendencyhas not reached In
Few persons realize that a large por
cept his offer. In court circlesin the In that case, giving lasting relief. We amendment to the stale constitution
many cases the extent of the abolition tlon of Germany Is but a sandy plain
and Holland but a village near the
prohibition
county the affair has caused a great never fall to recommend this prepar- making West Virginia
of Import duties altogether.In any and Jicr enormous crop yields due to
extreme western boundary of our
deal of Interests and many people ation when an opportunityoccurs." state than in the national election, and changes of this sort let as much as pos:
the fact that for each three acres of
domestic mission field. The academy
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 Westrater remainedto vote for the sible lie saved to the farmer. In view
are wondering,In view of Kata’ ofcereals grown her farmers raise one
was small, provincial In • character,
fer to plead guilty, how the Jury camo cents. Foster-MllburnCo., Buffalo, amendment. He is very happy over of the great Importance of domestic acre of hoed crops, thus producinga
and had a very limited field fo*' useNew York, sole agents for the United the result for it carried by a big vote. sugar production tg the prosperity of root crop on each field every fourth
to the conclusion it did.
fulness.
the American farmer. If tariff adjust- year. They grow sugar beets wher0
States.
0
"Now all this Is changed. Michments are to be made. I believe that ever possibleand are the greatest proRemember
the name — Doan's— and
World’s Debt to Books.
igan is af populous state and western PRESIDENT ELECT HAD FEWER
this should Ik* the last rather than the ducers of this vegetable iu the world.
How
safely
we
lay
bare
the
poverty
take no other. — Advertisment.
VOTES IN OTTAWA THAN
only relatively. Geographicallyit is
of human ignorance to books without first point at which to remove the cus- 80 thoroughly do they appreciate the
COMMONER IN 1908.
t
influence of a root crop on the yield
feeling any shame. They are masters toms
eastern. And the transportation and
WHAT TEXANS ADMIRE
"One
of the best things about sugar of other crop* that in sections, where
who
instruct
us
without
rod
or
fertile,
One
of
the
peculiar
things
about
postal facilities have been so imis hearty, vigorouslife, according to without angry words, without clothes beet culture from the point of view of there are no factories to which they
proved and Increased aa practically the recent general election in OttaHugh Tallman, of San Antonio."We or money. If we come to them they agriculturalImprovement Is that It fits can sell their sugar beets they grow
to shortefi the distance between Hol- wa county is the fact that despite the find,” he writes, "that Dr. King’s
are not asleep; if you ask and inquire in so perfectlywith dairying and stock beets or other root crops and feed
land and New York by at least one- landslide for Wilson In other sections New Life Pills surely put new life of them they do not withdraw them- growing. It Is. of conrse. one of the them to stock, as they do In Great
half. So far our, domestic mission of the country, the Princeton pro- and energy In. to a person. Wife and selves; they do not chide you if you elementary °f practicaldairying Britain.But' where there are sugar
fessor received fewer votes In Otta- I believe they are the best made." make mistakes;they do not laugh at that the rearing and keeping "of live factoriesthe farmers secure the donblr
, field extended westward, and so has
Excellent for stomach, liver or kidney
stock afford the easiest, cheapest and advantageof. first selling the crop for
the numerical base of the Reformed wa county than did W. J. Bryan, the troubles. '25 cts at Walsh Drug Co, you if you are Ignorant.— Richard De
_ most natural means of Improvlnf the sugar and then hauling its full feeding
democratic
nominee
for
Jhe
presichurch shifted that Hope College ocGeo. L. Lage, and H. R. Doeebwg.
fertilityof the
value hack to the farm in the
dency four yeafs ago. Mr. Wilson's j Advertisement,
cupies today a central position. The
It’s from a

a

-

-

-

-
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duty.

Bury.
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soil.”
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Holland City
The asylum

Locab

News

for thj insane at Cut-

lervillo probably will

be

materially

The Roney Boys

are coming on benelitted by a movement set on foot
December 4th, Knickerbocker. Aus- by James Tanis, au eastern publishpices of Grace Episcopal Church er, who gets out the lesson helps,

guild.

|

for the Holland ChrintiuuReformed
In the present issue of the Blue Sunday schools. "The Lunatic Boy"
Book appears another story by R. H. will be the topic for the Sunday
Post entitled -The Single Ear-Ring.” school lesson for the Qrst Sunday In

The scene of the
in Mexico.

Overcoat Weather
Here
mmmmmammmajBMmm

story Is again laid December and Mr. TaaH Is making
effortsto haie all th.i Christian Re-

formed Sunday schools throughout
*A Are drill was held at *he Maple the United States take up a penny
Drove school Thursday and the 400 collection on this day for ihe benefit
pupils filed out of the building in an of the Cutlervilleinstitution. A few
orderly way in the record time of one years ago Mr. Tannis organised a
similar plan by which he raised more
minute and thirty seconds.
than $5,000 for the Chinese famine

C. H, Kareten of Grand Rapids

The weather man says “rain and snow much
colder and freezing’—justa melee of

we’ve been expecting

all sorts of

weather. But never mind

such conditions and made ample provision for your

just

comfort and appearance.Here are

sufferers.

son of the Rev. and Mrs. J. H. Kars-

The reason that the parishoners of
tion as watchmakerat Stevenson's the Congregationalchurch in Grand
Haven found the church doors locked
Jewelry store.
and the atmosphere of
Sunday
.Tjorningservice missing last Sunday
There were 94 births in Ottawa
vas that no minister could be pro
county during the month of Septem- cured to preach the sermon. Rev.
and 31 deaths. In Holland the num- Entry of Whithall will fill the vacancy
ber and 31 deaths. Holland, the num- left by the Rev. Faulkersonwho went
to the East End Congregational
In Grand Haven there were 8 births
church of Grand Rapids.
and 5 deaths.
The diphtheria epedemic In Grand
Haven has so far been confined to
The following are the latest to se- three families and Dr. J. N. Reynolds,
cure licenses to hunt deer from Coun- city physician, thinks this is as far
ty Clerk Glemm; Martin Vander Ble as it will go. however. The family
Ckarles Garvelink, Holland; Elbert of E. J. Clark was the last to be attacked by the disease and four of
Lynn, Grand Haven; John M. Stekhis children are 111. The city council
•tee, Berlin.
met Saturday night as a health board

ten of this city has accepted a posi-

a

and made

provision for

free

treat-

Rev. L. J. Hulst pastor of the
ment with the anti toxin method for
Chintian Reformed denomination those who are too poor to pay for the
has written an Interesting volume on treatment.
In connectionwith his 63
years of active service in the ministry. The book will be printed in the
his

Warm

Handsome,

and

Stylish Overcoats
your pocket book. That’s one
great feature about this store— your pocket book is always safe from fakes.
You are sure of best goods-new goods-dependable, satisfactory clothing—
and the more you investigateand compare, the more money saving prices
They’ll knock out old winter but spare

stand out in your favor. Overcoats, medium or long cut-conservative or
convertible styles— tailoring and fabric the best— perfect in every detail.

life

Netherlands.

While riding his bicycle Monday
ear the sugar factory Chester Ver
Muelen was knocked off the wheel
when a horse he was passing kicked

hhn. Ver Menlen

received some very

BULL MOOSERS DEFEAT DR
HOFMA
Grand Haven Tribune— Joe B. Had
den of Holland. Bull MOose candidate
is the state senator from the Muskegon and Ottawa district. Completed
returns received last Friday by
County Clerk Glerum, reveal the
election of the Bull Moose candidate,
although the early returns clearly in-

$10, $15, $18 up to
Now where

is

the

pleasure in buying

man

be Over-Coated,satisfied here?

that can’t

is a part of

$25
•

Your

our profit.

painful injuries but he is not serious- dicated the election of Dr. Hoftna.

The completed returns from Mus
kegon and Ottawa counties show the

ly injured.

The 52nd Annual Conventionof the following results: Hopma 5820; Hadden, 5984; Smith 3839. Hadden’s pluMichigan State Sunday School asso rality 164.
elation is being held at Lansing, Nov.
The defeat of Dr. Hofma comes to
13, 14. 15. 1912. Holland Sunday a keen surprise and disappointment
cbool will send delegates, also other to Dr. Hofma’s friends In Grand Haven and in fact all over the district.
•chools throughout Ottawa county
So confidentwere his supportersof
yrW be represented at the convention. his victory from the early Indications
that they were already extending
TIty Engineer Naberhuis left their congratulations to the doctor.
for Dallas Texas Friday to at- Dr Hofma, admirably fitted to repretend a conventionMore Ho will also sent the districtin the state senate,
fait Houston, Galveston and SanAn- was one of the victims of the Bull
Moose wave in this section The doc
tonio and other places. Mr. Naber- tor himself, is distinctly a progreshuis expects to be gom %bout two sive but remained in the Republican
weeks, four days of which will be ranks.
Up to Thursday afternoon It was
pent at the convention.
considered practically certain that
Mrs. Samuel Siegers was arrested the doctor had won the prize by a
tpu the charge of not sending her small margin. Mr. Hadden was then
his next nearest opponent but it was
v^hi^dtren to school She [was ar- not thought the doctor’s lead could
ndgned before Justice Robinson and be overcome Ottawa county gave
Her trial Dr. Hofma
•he pleaded not guilty ........
----- a pluraljty
^ - over his Bull
set for Saturday afternoon. Mrs. M»ae oppo^ot, but themar^ was
not large enough to overcome the
Bdgers has four children that are in plurality which Muskegon county

-

--

--

—

mt L0KKER-R0TCERS
39-41 E. Eighth Street

Money Saving Shoe Sale

Enterprise

gave to Hadden. Holland did not
stand by the Grand Haven man, poll
The fcirls of the High school will Ing a heavy vote for the Bull Moose
hold a baked goods sale Saturday af- candidate. A number of Ottawa
ternoon at A. Steketee's grocery county townships went against the
doctor, in favor of the Bull Moose,
tore. Every one is requested to stop
the three cornered fight reducing the
In and see the display of cakes, lead seriously.

grades between the second and

sixth.

Muskegon county which was so ovnother used to make. The money erwhelmingly Bull Moose, threw the
thus taken in at this sale will ^e plum to Mr. Hadden. The doctor
from the beginning refused to betamed over to the Athletic awocl* lieve he had won until the full reMon.
turns were in, and the final reports
bore out his grave doubts as to the
Charles McDanll * as arrested by
ability of the Republicansto over
Deputy Sneriff Dornbos In Grand Rap come the intense Bull Moose sentiIds and brought to Holland on the ment
Joe B. Hadden is not very well
charge of wife desertion. He was
lodged In the city Jail over night and known in Grand Haven, but the successful candidate is well spoken of
was arraigned before Justice Miles in
He Is a department head In one of
the morning. He was bound over to the Holland factories,and considered
dreuit court for trial and was taken an able man.
to Grand Haven and lodged in the
county Jail Friday being unable to
IN DEEP MOURNING

€0.

at the

Shoe Store

238 River Street

From Nov. 16

to Nov.

23

googhnuts, bread, candy, etc, Just like

Twice

we go over our shoe stock and take out the
odds and ends and broken lines and put them on the bargain
table

and put

and now
ter

is

a year

prices on

the time

cowe and

to

them,

make them move. You know our stock, clean and up-to-date
bargains we are offering you. Note the prices below or still bet-

that will

invest in the

invest.

60 pair ladies shoes formerly sold at $2.50, $2.00 and $1.75

now J1#QQ

60 pair ladies shoes formerly sold at $3.50, $3.00 and $2.50

now Jj 75

20 pair ladies shoes formerly sold at $4.00 and $3.50

now $2.00

*

When

the Grand Haven undertakers looked out from their windows
Monday William Zalsman, son of the morning after election and saw
Mr. and Mrs. P. F. Zalsman of this the High school students going to
city was operated upon in the U. B. their classes, they began to get fidg-

tarnish ball.

24 pair

mens shoes, celebrated Floirsheim, formerly sold at
20 pair

ety as they thought of the great rush

A. hopsital in Grand Rapids for apof business before them if they could
pendicitis. The operation was a suc- Judge from appearances.
cess and it was performed by Dr. W.
Every girl wore a p&nd of crepe
G. Young. A peculiar circumstancearound her arm, every youth was
connected with the operation is that decorated with the deepest black
Grand Haven every saw.
Just a year ago yesterday another But there was nothing doing as
son of Mr. and Mrs. Zalsman. named no one was dead.
The symbals of mourning were all
hospital for the same disease.
for 14 High school boys who instead
Russell was operated on in the same
of being "dead ones” were so very
Mrs John
Kidder Thursday much “alive” on election day and so
eager to see Grand Haven to go Bull
gave a kitchen shower at her home at
Moose that their lessons were tern
281 East Thirteenthstreet, in honor porarily suspended and they were
of Miss Hattie Schutt who Is soon to "canned” three days for ''bucking it.
Half of the fellows were members
he a bride. Refreshments were servof the football team and consequept
ed and the bride-to-bewas presented
ly the game scheduled for Saturday
with many appropriate gifts. Those with the Ferrysburg boiler makers
present were Gertrude and Rena Tim had to be cancelled.
mer, Jennie Nelboer. Helen Jlpplng, But the merry side of life again
Jennie Bredeweg, Cora Baker, Jessie reigned supreme when Monday morn
ing c&jne and saw the fourteen felReterink,Mabel Steur, Jennie Ton- lows In their accustomed places little
ter, Anna Moll, Lizzie Lubbers, Cora worse for their experience altho they
were held up as an example to the
and Minnie Vander Water.
other students whom we hope may

15 pair

mens shoes formerly sold for $3.50 now

mens shoes formerly sold

40 pair boys heavy

PHONE COMPANY WILL NOT

profit

by

line in

Our $3.50
Our $3

mens and ladies

line in

line in

now $3.50

$2.50

and $2.50, now

4, 4j

and

5,

$2,00

now $1#00

$1.85

give you during this sale an extra reduction on all our Tan Shoes

De

Our $4

work shoes, sizes

00

make) Patent, Button or Lace, formerly $3 and $2.75 at

40 pr. boys fine shoes (Holland

We decided to

for $3.00

$5

mens and

mens and

Remember

at

ladies

ladies

-

$3.50 Our

at - - 3.00

at

-

-

$2.50 line in

mens and

Our $2.00 childrens line

2.50 Our

$1.50 children’sline

on the balance of our stock,

ladies

(in tan)
(in tan)

at -

at
at

$2.00

-

which includes

1.75
1

25

all

our rubber footwear, we give you during this sale Ten Per Cent
Discount.

it.

RAISE
They were greeted by their colleag
result of the protest of tb3 ues who placed the gay colors and
Otsego merchants the Bel! Telephone the colors of the school blue and gold
company have, backed down there on for the mourning, they had respect
their proposed Jncrease in rates. The fully worn .since Wednesday.
.
0
•chief objection to the Increase was
based on poor service; The company
Hidden Beauty.
pleaded guilty , and deferred the
It la difficult to get a boy to im th#
change until Jan. 1. by which tinje beauty of the leaves thjit he 1« com- 11
the central station will be in new yelled to rake from the lava;
quarters with new apparatus.
As a

-

-

—

Enterprise Shoe Store
238 RIVER STREET

HOLLAND, MIOH.

/

lity

do
do

(Official)

payers.

the tax

John

Piers,

Nov.

14,

100!

do

2.00

doup

Holland Mich, Nov. 6, m2.
H. G. Vanden Berg, do
Respectfully submitted,
The Common Council met In re- f
I
HENRY NABERHUIS.
gi at session and was called to order
9. W. Stanebury,putting
4. 1912. were ordered cerUfled to the
City Engineer.
1>: the Mayor.
1.09 Common Council for payment:
Adopted by yeas and nays as folPresent: Mayor Bosch, Alda. Lok4.16
-»«'4 P. F. Boone, hauling sand " 55.90 Bd. of Public Works,
k< r, Van Dreser, King, "Drink water,
17.28
Yeas: Aids. Lokker, Van Dreser,
ToUl ...... ......... . • • 3849.83 Austin Harrington,
Mjrscn, Dyke, Hansen, Brower, Stem King, Mersen, Dyke, Hansen, Brower, Allowed and warrants ordered Is- Richard Overweg. advanced fares
.84
burg, and the Clerk.
Sterenberg .......................
8. sued.
The minutes of the last meeting Nays:
Michigan
State
Telephone
CoThe Committee on Poor reported
.................... !•
Were read' and approved.
460
The Committee on Claims and Ac- presenting the report of the Director
Reports of Standing Committees. counts reported having examined the of the Poor, stating that they had O. Blom, frt. &
-60
18.80
The Committee on Ways and following claims and recommended rendered tamporary aid for the three |Kyy« Lumber Co., lumber
Means reportedpresentingthe form the payment for same:
& Alofs, supplies
weeks ending Nov. 6, 1912, amount Bishop
.
.....and re7.5;>
of the Series “CT Street Improve$40.00 Ing to $204.00.
Richard Overweg, clerk,
J.
A.
Vender
Veen,
gaso.
and
ment Bond.
36.00
Accepted.
Plo. Krulsenga. asst clerk
On motion of Aid. Drtokwater,
staples
26.00
On motion of Aid. Brower,
Van iDuren, city attorney
The foran of Series “O’* Street N. J. Esseoberg,treas.,
Ffad
Kamforbeek. boarding pris31.26
The raatttr of inspectionof the
24.75
Improvement Bond was approved.
43.76 5th Ward Polling place with a view
Jerry Boerema, janitor
The Committee on Streets and B. B. Godfrey, health officer 112.60 of acceptingsame and allowing the 8 Meeusen, patrolman, 60.40
60.40
Crosswalks called the attention of W. G. Winter, city physician, 76.00 contractors bill for conetructing same Cj Steketee,
47.26
the Council to the fact thaty they James Westveer, poor director, 66.26 wer referred to the Aldermen of the J. Wagner,
had had a very successful season and Jennie Kanters. librarian. 160.00 6th Ward, the Committee oil Public D, O’Connor,
42.00
67.75
had accomplishedTesulta beyond Peter Eelhart, loking up sewer
Buildings and Property, and the City K KamforbiMik.
Herman Woltman. special police
their expectation In Street ImproveAttorney.

»

Zeerip

booths

lows:

1(

Reports from Boards and City OH Michigan Bute Telephona Oo
Bcors.
message
2.00 The followingbills, approved by H. ttunimii Co., steel block
and booth 3.00 the Board of Police and Fire Com- Holland City News, printing
3.00 missloners, at a meeting held Nov. Vissers A Dekker, labor and ma-

shows that whan property handled A- Windeknecht,
municipal paving saves money fori J. E. Jennlng’s

COMMON COUNCIL

Neffis,

light

coal

•

..

'

rentalcrt.

.......

pairs,
oners,
do
do
do
chief,
re-| „
.......

Said resolution did not
1.50 yeas and nays as follows: A
6.60 Yeas: Aids. Van Dreter, Kin.

7.80 water, Mersen, Hansen ....... ..
Nays: Aid. Lokker, Dyke, Brower,

terial.
•

3.58

Sternberg, ........ .............4.
The question then recurring on the
28.25 original resolution of Alderman
labsorof
Brower,
Allis Chalmers Co, labor and ma- '
Said reeolutlon did not prevail by
50.75 yeas and nays as follows:
American Electrical Heater Co.
Yeas: Aids. Lokker, Dyke, Brower,
Vksars & Dekker, .oil
Allis Chalmers Co.

.

.25

do shaft

terial

supplies
Co.,

34.20

Sterenberg,

4.

General Electric
do 111.16 Nays: Aid. Van Dreter, King. DrinkLynchburg Foundry Co., pipe 492.04 water, Mersen,
5.
James B. Clow & Bom, supplies
The Clerk presented a deed of
25.55 John H. Grebel r.nd wife to the City
Darling Pump l Mf«, valve boxes
of Holland for p$rt .of Lot 4, in Ad18.00 dition No. 1, to the City (formerly
Foslerla Incandescentlamp Co,
village) of Holland, to be used u a

lamps, '

Hansen,

393.06

Canting blacksmithlug
13.76
It. B. Chan\plon, exp. to Milwaukee
&

Madison,

power

17.00

Bd. of Public Works, light and

i

public street.

Referred to tho City Attorney.

On motion of Aid. King,
The matter of placing an are
lamp on 14th Street, between Lin-

108.61

coln and Fair banks Avenuos wes referred to the Committeeon Public
1163.73
connection.
Lighting.
ments. The street paving proposi- Henry R. Brink, supplies
The Committeeon Ordinance
, 20,25
Ver Hulst
.10
The City Engineer reported having
tion as the Engineer’sreports show
ported tint at the next regular meet- C. Steketee, extra polio* services
Pittsburg Buffalo tk>mi>any,coal
Boone Bros., livery
constnurted
several side walks and
baa been a great success and we Bd. of PutiTic Works, light
659.36
Ing of the Council, they will
Jin
recommended that the same be order
must congratulate our Engineer,Mr.
duce an ordinenceregulating' the use. I> O’Connor,
Houston Coal
211.60
Blom. frt. and crt.
ed assessed and the bill of Marcus
Naberhuis, on the way
handled
operation and equlpement of Motor «
i j
Theo. H. Eaton & Ron, soda ash,
Peter Ver Wey, pound master
Brouwer amounting to $316.25 for
the paving proposition and also the
Vehicles
and
motorcycles,
upon
the
J
7.17
James Hole supplies and labor,
constructing same be allowed, and a
way he took care of the city survey- Burroughs Adding Machine Costreets of the city of Holland, and F.
2.00 Henry Kraker, labor & material 3.55
warrant ordered Issued on the City
ing. and think it right to appropriate
20.26
1.26 also an ordinance regulating the Pev Knoll, driver and Janitor 32.5) G. Blom,
cleaning machine,
Treasurer in payment thereof.
$100.00, that
may attend The Fred Miles, fees,
2.25 preservation and care of trees, plants Frank Stansbury.driver No 2 30.00 General Electric Co. supplies 36.41
The City Engineer reported reAmerican Society of Municipal 'Im- First State Bank, poor orders 33.05 and shrubs, In the streets and boule* Peter J. Bontekoe,services in HarC. j. LlUw her Electric Co., do
lative to the quality of gas.
provements, which meets at Dallas,
11.61
3 88.00 vards of the Cltv of
Mrs. J. Baas, do
Filed.
Taxas, during the week of Novcintipr
On motion of Aid.
Thos. Mom parens, hay. straw,
Electric Appliance Co., do» 148.68
16.00
A. Kidding, do
The City Engineer reportedrecomifc, and recommend that this be done.
Western Union Telegraph Oo.
The CanvnJtteeon Ordinances was) etc.
2.60
Holland Fuel Co., fuel orders
mending
the following tranafers:
To the Honorable the Mayor and
West Disinfecting Co, disinfect
.50
2.60 Instructed to draft .an ordinance reM.
do
6.25 ' V Keppels Sons, ewneiU-llme,73.09 From the 12th Street Paving fund to
Common Council of the City of Hoi T.
ent,
Keppel’sSons, cement & do 45.58 lative to the licensing of Itinerant
the street fund, $1249, for the use of
Albert Curtis, treating horses
Klaaa Buurma,
18.90
land.
merchants
J. W. Fliehmann, supplies and lathe paving machinery,nae of the
2.00 Alfred Huntley labor and mater
Gentlemen:—
.teeth,
Messages from the Mayor
1--^
road roller, teamwork, etc., and from
7.00
I herewith beg teave to report
Mrs. C. De Fey ter, washing
9-80
Following Is the text of Mayor H. Bontekoe, fireman.
the 12th Street paving fund to tho
31.25 De Free Hardware Co., material
in regard to the Twelfth Street pav- Eugene Dletzgen Co., supplies 128
Michigan Brush Company.
Bosch’s message:
3U5
ing
0
21.05 water fund, for water, $80.00.
C. De
tin
Holland. Mich- Nov. 6, 1912.
.
Adopted and transfer ordered.
Last sprirg when a majority of pro3126 Citizens Trailer Co- hauling
'J0
130.61
To the Honorable the Common Wm. Van Rasemvorter,
The City Engineer reported relaperty owners on Twelfth Street de Fihnore Township,
31.25
23.00
H. P. ZWHner, oil and orders 98.39 Council of the City of Holland,
elded to have that street paved,
18.75 Jacob Zuldema
42.30 tive to the 12th Street Paving Job.
M. Vender
do
.
was with some reluctance that this The American Asphaltum and
Filed.
18.75 H. A.
do
6.00
I hereby desire to Inform you
'waneer,
Rnb-ber Co.,
60
council, upon the recommendation of
On motion of Aid. Hansen,
18.76 Soott-Lugers,
do
1.45
during the past week papers were A Pnieenge
the protfcriy owners committee, de- Austin Harrington, coal and orWhereas, The polling booth la
T
18.75 AlUs-Chalmers,Co., on contract
do
served upon me as Mayor of (he City I Jt De
ders
cided to try municipal paving. The
6688.00 Fourth Ward of the City of Holland. ?
18 75
do
of
Holland,
In
a
suit
commenced
In
Dirtc
Knoll,
7-W
necessarymachinery was rented with Stondnrd Oil Co .
18.75 A. Kammeraad,
.90 is entirely too small and Inadequate i
do
the District Court of the Unitedl John Bommers,
an option to buy and have tha rent Grand Pa"lds Supply Co., lubricafor the purpose for which It was
r
18.75 Van Dyke & Sprietsraa. supplies
do
States
for
the
Western
District
Kamerl'ng.
apply on the purchase price, and
3
18.60 tended, for which it was constructed,
18.76
do
24.90 Michigan. Southern Division, In Bd De Feyter.
when on Sept. 27th. this council,with Alfred Huntley, rsoatrs
3125 RotschaferBros- on contract 180*00 and,
do
30.73 which the Holland City Gas Company I T*ek Knoll,
out a dissenting vote purchased that Bd. of Public Works, coal
Whereas, The preaent building -ij
31.25 Doubleday Bros. & Co, ledger
du
is the Complainant,and the City ot|H. lokker.
machinery, you therewith endorsed Mlehlvan State Telephone Co.,
cannot
be properly remodeled so
}
31.25
9.00
do
Holland Is the
|P. Dykema,
our municipal paving work.
messae-es, '
to make It a proper building for
31.25 Holland City News, supplies and
While
the
papers
filed
are
very
Van
Regenmorter.
TlWjob has not been done In as Rapid Mlx°r Company, grates
63.86 voting booth building, therefore,
18.76
adv.
do
short a time as we would like to
13.20 voluminous,yet It would be of little John
and brasses
43.05
Resolved. That the committee on
18.75 A. Reldsma labor
use
for
me
at
this
time
to
go
Into
Fd
Rtreur.
do
have done It.
good deal of delay John Farma, supplies
1.65
23.38 Public Buildings and Property be and
18.75
Gerrit
Terpstra,
d
was caused by the G. W. Bunker Klass Bunrma, hauling gravel, 159 30 them in detail but for your Informa M; V,*andt. do
32.22 hereby is authorised to advertlae the
18.75 Henry
d<
Co. of Grand Rapids We had bargain B. Vande Bunte. labor on trees 69.50 tlon sufficeIt to say that the action joi,,* ‘ , interna. do
32.78 present building for sale, and further
18.75 H.
do
(Continued
on
last
o.
Van
,
•tften.
do
ed with this company for about 800 G. R. H. A C. Ry Co, freight .25
32.78 to prenare plans and specifications
18.75 C. Plaggenhoef, d
Is brought for the purpose of obtain j
do
yards of 1-2 Inch crushed stone and Du Mez Bros, poor
44.00
24.33 for a larger building to he constructdo
18.75 E.
ing
an
injunction
against
the
City
ol
KlIosjJ^1
do
for eight weeks they sent us carloads
32.75
24.33 ed this fall on the present site, and
Oerrit Ten Brink, labor
Wm.
Bronkhorst,
18.75
Holland,its officers,servants, and
Vnn(lp
d
of promises and not
wheelbarrow
33.00 also to lock up a suitable location In
26.67
Wm. Roelofs,
25.00 B. Hoekstra, do
employees,
from
carrying
into
effect
I
yree,
asst,
chief,
full of stone. This caused a great
13.00
32.78 the second Ward on which to conJohn
do
dc
87.50 Wm. Ten
the
resolution
heretofore
adopted
by
Jr
ch|ef(
deal of delay, annoyance and worry
8312
32.44 structed a voting booth report tha
Dick
do
38 25 H. Vanden
the Common Council, which
John Knoll, driver No 1.
Another reason for not finishing
29.22
28.22 same at the Dext meeting of tha Com
do
R. De Graaf,
do
40.60 Johii
Its object the compelling of the saM John LanKPVelt1 No. 2,
the Job earlier was bad weather, the
40.70 mon Council.
29.11
T.
do
Wm.
Pathula,
do
Company of complying with the
Total ............ ....... 1263.95
past summer and fall were unusually
29 11
37.82
S. Vander Ploeg.
G.
Vanden
Berg,
terma
and^ondiUons
of
the
franchise
Carried.
Allowed and warrants ordered Iswet and this kept us back with
70.95
12.88
H.
do
A. J. Van Dyk,'
UnfinishedBusineee.
under which it is operating.
sued.
asphalt.
37.66
39 45
C.
d
Petetf Gosling,
On
motion of Aid. Lokker,
Maihly.
it
Is
the
contention
of
the
The
following
bills,
approved
bv
Labor was scarce, more so than ror
*“***“•' 1 -- — * —
--I • I UP IlMIUWlIKg uilin, *» Kf*
32.00
37.96
do
Communication from tke
Company that the provisions of
Nov j 1912, were ordered certl- John
years pant, this was also a handl Albert Van Dyk.
37.69
22.11 franchise are prohibitive, and thi*
J. Olthuls. do
Ben Zenderink. do
Board of Public Works and tha taI fled to the Comon Council for paycap.
11.83
26.67 the enforcementthereof would be ru
E.
do
oort of Alderman Harringtonrelative
I also wish to call your attention Erwin Kranss, d<
40.88
11.44
10.00
J.
Olthuls,
do
inous to the company and practically
o raise In salary of Buparlntaiidtnt
to the fact That la connectionwith R Razaan.
36.43
7.00 the company iHeeklng to b.
« '« '«»«H 1°
L. Mulder,
do
Champion, presentedto tha Council
this iminlclpal work about $5000.00 N. Hendrie, do'
32.22
v29 22
M.
do
O.
Rang.
do
St a meeting held Oct 18, 1911, wbw
3.00
was paid out for labor hot one dollar
13.43
16.32
G. Van
do
sken frem tha table.
of which was paid to outside men, 1: Henry Schaap.
3 09
. .
,G
W.
Kooyere
32.22
1033 be
R.
do
do
On nw$»»on of Aid. King,
all stayed In Holland. All the ma
been P^er Eelhart, services on sewer
22.22
do
H.?0 Albert
Resolved. That the report of Alterials. as far
possible, were H. A. Naberhuis,city engineer 57.50 From the InformationI ha7® Deenlr).cv pfl,
26.88
Oodfroy m„k
n.00 Henry Jipplng, do
24 00 able to obtain I can see no good
rfermeu Barrington recommending
bought from local dealers and not Jacob Zuldema.
25.66
(« dfwv
poBtaae, i.io H. Schumaker,
27.00 son why the Company should be
hat the sslarv of Superintendent
from outside Anns as an outside con- H. Van Ry. poor
1U1 Hi amnion be Increased
B.
Hoogstraat,
dc
lleved
of
any
of
Its
agreements,
exB
”:a,
f
y’
$70.68
Steffens
Bros.
&
44.00
$200.00 y
tractor would do.
Total
19.80
cept by a vote of the People as is
B.
do
Nine hours has constltuded a days John Nlee,
5. CO
h# sdonted.
Allowed and warrants ordered is22.77
M.
do
work, and this Is the first pavement John Houtlug,
S0 J contemplated by the State Const ItuAid. Drinkwater.moved tb amend.
.ed.
20.66
tion,
and
I
feel
that
we
should
make
J.
do
laid in Holland where workmen work John Peesink.
SOD
«*ut* so ss to fix the aalary
The fol'owlng bills, approved by
7.00
C.
do
Henry Van
5.50
ed on a nine hour basis.
*
3.44
G.
O.
Ten
Brink.
The cost.
Jacob Kulte
6
AM. King, moved the prevlou^

Introdo
do

he

Wagner.

oil,
Co.

•

do
do
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Pure Marquette Ry. Co. freight
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Holland. ™

Lokker.
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cms

he

*

telegram,

Beukema,

bor

broom*

Job.

do

gravel,

ial,

.
I

—

Witt, do
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labor
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Gentlemen:that
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do
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,
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Michelsen,
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Co. do

ren*.
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dodo
Sr. do
Garrod. do
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W
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_
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Horn,
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W**
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1

Wanrooy,
Schaap.

^

Tripp.

SIRAftOO. Mr

Rang,

Roelofs,
Graaf,

nnestlon.

2.33
Wm.
<he estimate was made out W. J.
5.00
i..
arfppnl form, unless amended by the 1912. were ordered ceitWed to the R. De
7.70
do
for Twelfth Street pavement there Arend Vlsscher, ^ do
The M»vnr then stated shall the
Common Council for payment:
11.00
E.
Kamphuls,
do
was no assurance of our doing the Peter Brins.
4
*natn nuesHon b euut.
I would therefore recommend that J. A. Kooyers, supt. * horae 51.25 S. Vander Ploeg,
6.22
woric ourselves and therefore the r,eo. Van lAndegend. supplies 17172
Bald morion did not prevail
the
City
Attorney
be
Instructed to H. Te SJegtar.
34.00 J. Jansen, labor.
6.00
estimatefor this work was based on Boone Bros, hauling stone and
t*o«a and nav« s.s follows:
orenare
for
an
active
defense
of
said
H.
\an
laente,
do
5.88
J.
Overman.
do
what Central Arenas paving actualv#.as: AM T-okVer. K*ng. Hansen. 8.
Bfavel
suit, and that a special committee Henry Kraker, labor and supplies
1.89
Henry Schaap, do
ly cost. It Is therefore not unfair to H. Nykerk.
2.0»
1.6S
w«,vs: AM V«n Drever. rrrinVwateir
be
appointed
to
procure
such
assist
N.
J.
Eesenberg
paid
H.
Shoemaker
say that the difference bets eon the A. H. Meyer, piano
2.on
2.60
Motunn. Uvke. Brower. Sterenberg-8
anoe
for
the
defense
as
to
said
com
Alfred
Huntley,
repairs,
estimate and he actual cost is prac- Van Dyke & Sprietsma,repairs 61IJ-JJ
The nne«Mon then recurring on the
John Nles Sons,
503 C. Potter,
32.82
tically tbs' amount sieved o 'er con M. Brouwer, crossings, 220.19 mlttee may seem
.mendmen*
of Alderman PHnYwater
I make this recommendation in | Scott-LugersLumber < o- lumber
J. Bakker,
17.02
tract w>»rk.
Frank Dyke, supplies and labor 217.98
.8.10
hat
the
sstsrv
be fixed at $1800.00.
view of the fact that the Company
The curb and gutter was let to a
V.
3.06
Ridding,poor
12.09 has 'retained
RaM amendment nrerallsd. ij
considerable
and
| Bd. of Public Work*, coal and
local contractor for 36 cents per lin
J. Llptak.
27.58
Scott-Lugers Lumber Co, lumber, 4.26 very prominent array of legal counsel
7.91
tnamhers present voting ss amended.
eal foot which was lower bid than we
J. Ver Hoef.
3.56
64.80
Frank Brenneke, labor
M.
Jansen,
pump
at
cwnetery
8.24
a*M morion nreralled. all members
to representtheir side of the concould have obtainedfrom an outside
A.
L.
McClellen,
cuttlnr
town.
4.00
36.00
B.
do
Total
..................... U4579
mrrormf
voMn^ ave.
firm The saving here accordingto
Total ............ ...... 12,226.05
7. ... .
36.00
Allowed and warrants ordered isE. Beekmon, do
On motion of AM Dvke
Respectfully submitted,
Allowed
and
warrants
ordered
Ismy estimate was $847.60.
17.10
The msMor of T nan of $10,000.00
Mayor.
sued
The grading was let to a local con- A. Aldering. do
34.64
for a ty*rindof not evoeedi"* thirty
H.
Stoel,
do
Bom to Mr. and Mrs. Neal Sandy The following bills, approved by
tractor at 25 cents per cubic yard
The
Board
of
Public
Works
re83.10
the Board of Public Works, at a
which was the estimated price, and P. Zanting. do
girl.
ported the collection of $5912.6) 110) dsva was referred to the Co™‘
33.10
John
Boer, aged 64, died this morn meeting held Nov. 4. 1912, were or.m.iftro on Wavs end Mesne. Wttn
W.Langins,
do
the excavated material was all used
light water and- main sewer fund
36.10 al 63 River street where he was I dered certifiedto the Common CounAlonzo Motoor,
by the street department.
moneys and presentedTreasurersre- newer to set.
34 22 boarding. Mr. Boer was born In cu for 1(ayyient:
do
Adtenrned.
The paving proper consisting of six Ed
ceipts for the amount.
02.59
Soring Lake and spent his early .boy ^ y champion, supt.
piehartl Overwe*.
Inches of concrete and two inches of J. Ver Hoef. sprinkling and teamAccepted
and
the
Treasurer
order*
37.60
City Clerk..
. 288.14 hood there and later lived In Fhl- P. Bmase, clerk
asphaltic concrete, was done by day
ed
charged
with
the
amount.
18.60
29.17 eago and a son In Arkdale, wls']Clara Voorhorst, steno.,
libor. The street fund having bought T. Nauta, st.
Chief Kemferbeek reported the col12.50
FINE KITCHEN CARVING •ET
the paving machinery. 6 cents per H.'J. Klon parens. poor orders 10.60 has been a resident of Holland an(' jaQ1(^ Westveer collector,
lection of $87.81 for criminal hills
24.00
is
very
wedl
knoyu
here.
He
Mabel
Bowman,
clerical
work,
Mrs.
J.
Boerema,
laundry,
1.83
sq. yd. has been paid to the street
and
presented
Treasurers
receipt
for
FREE.
55 01)
vived by two sons and a daughter, cm A K McClellen. engineer
fund for the use of this machinery H. Damson, delivering ballot boxes
the
amount.
35.00
1.00 ago and a son living in Arkdale W s- ^rt
do
amounting to $967.26 Also $100.00
Accepted and Treasurer ordered To all new subscriber* who pay fl
35.09
do
was paid into the street fund for the Holland City News, printing. 37.65 ronsln. The funeral will be held l°- ,ja,n»>8
In advance ws will give ths Holland
charged
with the amount.
25.00
d0
13.50 morrow at 2 o’clock from the
nse of the city roller., making a J. H. Tula, poor
The County Treasurer reported City News from now until January 1,
30.09
The
Rev.
Mr.
Whitman
wiM
officiate,
MoFall.
fireman
total of $1067.26 which was paid out L. laDtlnsr.
450
30.00 having paid to the City Treasurer 1914 and as a premium ws will throw
On motion of Aid.
Fred Sllkkera, do
of the Twelfth Street Paving Fund to Nick Kammeraad shoes and re$219.50 for Delinquenttaxes for the
The
message
was
received and the
do
30.00
the street fund for the use of machinIn a fine three-piece Kitchen Carving
2.79
25.60 quarter ending Sept. 30, 1912.
recommendations
there
in
contained
John
ne
Boer, coal passer,
J. H. Dobben, delivering elec, supAccepted
and
tile Treasurer order- Set All old subscriber* who pay In
ordered carried out, and the Mayor, c j Kozeboom. 19th St. attend. 26 85
Not one dollar has been taken out
• 1-00
ed charged with the amount.
advance will also recelvs on# of these
22.50
of the street fund or Any other city J. H. De Jongh. poor orders 44.00 Oity Attorney and Aldermen Dyke. H Vegter.
Nauta, electrician, 35.00 The Board of Public Works report- kitchen sets fres. Ths set It worth
fund to help pay this improvement. Tyler Van Undegend, supplies 91.69 rrower and Hansen appointed as
ed that at a meeting of the Board
Whenever one of the citv teams was Jacob looker reg.ft dec. Bd.
ths price alons.— Come quick before
9.00 special committee to secure the j p De Feyter. line forman 30.00
29.06 held Oct. 14th. it was unanimously
used at all proper credit was given K E. Van Dreter. do
9.00 necessaryassistance for defense. chas. Ter Boek, lineman.
21.44 resolved that the opening of West they are all gone.
Reports of Select Committees. Hans Dykhula, do
the street fund as was shown by the
9.00
|V. F.
do
2*Hh Street, between Maple street
The committee appointed to look Frank Austin.
28.00
transfers Just recommended ^Jt.i Drinkwater. do
9.00
and First Avenue was necessary in
nn
the
matter
of
spraying
machines
cuy
Pon(ii
electric
anoterman.
33.28
The 6 Inch concretebase was put
do
ESCAPES AN AWFUL FATE .
9.00
order to extend water mains, and
down for M 810 cents per sq.
9.00 reported having considered the pro- john Van Dyke, lamp trimnur 88.95
A
thousand tongues could not extbn Connell take the
Frank Dyke,
noMlton and after inquiring aa to the Wn)> Wkstrom, stock keeper 27.60 requested tM»
the 2 Inch asphaltic concretetop for
9 00
press the gratitude of Mrs. J. E. Cox,
A. Harrinrion do
AAwiltion*oU
necessary ster
sten. to that end at Its of Joliet, IH., for the wonderful
of Trees
tree* and upon the re-|un„ Kamerliog. water Inspector. lueeessarv
54 2-10 cents per yard, which makes
9.00 condition
condition oi ir
„ ----35 00 eari|egt convenience.
the cost of pavement 94 4-10 cents O. J. Hansen. do
commendation
of
our
Park
Superinliverancefrom an awful fate,
9.00
Benj. Brower, do
Referred to the City Attorney.
*4*
per
. „
9.00 tendent thought ft advisable for the Ralph Van Lente, water meterman
The Board of Public Works repos- phold pneumonia had left me with
The total estimated cost of Twelf- H. Sterenberg. do
dreadful
cough,”
she
writei.
6.0)
ed that at a meeting h<*1d Nov. 4th.
th Street pavement was $30,366.75, G. Cook. Insp. of elec.,
18.75
times 1 had such awful cou
6.00 further recommendertliat the matter Bishop t Alofs,
the report of the Committee to whom
do
the actual cost Is 123,075.31or a sav- A. Curtis,
())o wt((l0n of
spells I thought I would die. I
6.00 he hlaoed In the hande of a aneolal Seott-Uwera Lumber Co., lumber ^ ~
J.
8‘
do
ing of $7,291.44 which is 24 ptjr cent
get no help from doctor's treatm
6.00 committee with power to Kt. as
h
envelopea,
!L»
eua
and
olhera
reoueatlne
the
removdo
on the estimate Assessment roll No. H. Pelgrim
or other medicines till I used
0.00
referred a
aupervlaSr 100
at of the fence and erand -tand
1 which is based upon the estimate A. Hoeksems. do.
Adopted* and the matter rcierru.
300 19th gtrPet bafie hall park, was u- King's New Discovery.But- I
makes tho total cost per foot for
,
referred to the Council my life to this wonderfulremedy
6.00 to tho aatdcommlttee«mi«sploC. W
.of elc.
each property owner$ 3.10 3-10, the
I scarcely cough at aH now.’'
6.00 Aldermen
Aldermen
HarrltWon.
Van
DrP,er
I
mac\lne
tor
conalderatlon
do
actual cost will be $2.33 4-10 or a WtT1 pos^an.
and safe, its the most reliable of
and
Brower,
with
power
to
act.
6
00
Brink, do
saving of 77 cent a per foot frontage
cleanlne
L25 Pecelred end filed
throat and lung medicines. Ev
The. 'Special committee appointed
6.09
Tha
Commissioner
present
me
Kole
blacksmlthing,
10.55
The
Street
rommissioner
prospmdo
for each pronerty owner For a man r R,om Jr
bottle guarranteed. 50c and $L)
6 00
do
having a 60 ft. lot this makes a safT Westveer,
Mr I City of Holland Janitor,fuel etc. ed his report for the month of Oeto- Trial bottle free at Walsh Drug Co.,
6 00
400.00 her
do
ing of
r. Van DWe.
Geo. L. Lage, and H. R. Dlesburg.
600
The first installment which the pro- N j BBsenherg.
do
Filed.
Advertisement.
onuift
of^hTTteness^f
the
season
It.
Van
T.andegend,
sewer
pipe
289.14
6.03
perty owners shall have to P»y tuis Joe Koo,v„r.
do
7.44 On motion of AM. Brower.
-0 ----further
action
the
matter
be
post£hftaS.
Bertch,
supplies
6
00
do
fall based upon the
T p T.nldens.
’44
Resolved, that the fence and
DcmI
Rhsoautle Mb, **<>»£»
6.00 noned until next
j. voe oil ,
6-10 cents per foot, at this ratjs
Barrwrd
BtouattUa * SUuralfte.H»Unlr T«C«*kta.UU.
do
* .50 Gnnd stand at the 19th street basepavement will he more than paid tor
100'
eoper
30. 89 halt park be moved.
2 00
do
ia/°cany assure you that
C0
On motion of Aid. King.
Or. Bell’s Antiseptic Talve
2.00
do
Street pavement was built with the D|ok Van 0ori,
*7g - Reeo!ve<t that the resolution
2.09 Harrington,Mersen and Van Drexerj ribbon, — ^
^Ooed for aH Skin Dlsewn.
nrooer kind and amount of mater-. j^^pan,
do
Alderman Brower be tabled.
Ws and T Relieve it to be
first
8.09 appointed.
Scott,
d0
class pavement. The above report B. G.
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LOCAL CHAPTER OF D. A. R. GIV- •MICHIGAN INVESTOR' GOES
ES SPLENDID PROGRAM IN
AFTER MAYOR AND COMH4GH SCHOOL ROOM
MON COUNCIL
The

Enterprising Business Finns

pet Americen SuffreglttDisThe "Michigan Investoi",a weekly
covered to Have Made Stand
newspaper "devoted principallyto the
for Woman Suffragein
knaadal and industrialinterests of
IMS.
ATTORNEYS AND NOTARIES.
Michigan" this week prints an editorial
An andtehce that tixed the capacity article which gives the Holland aty
of High school hall, enjoyed the his- government• pretty black eye. Last
fUKKRMA. O. J., ATTOHMBT AT LAW.
»ile«:tk>nepromptly
protnr
atimte.l to. Offlee
torical entertainmentgiven Friday week the "Investor" printed an article I " ’Vilectlune
*r Ft ret State Dank.
night by Elizabeth Schuyler Hamil- along similar lines, which was reprinted
ton Chapter, D. A. R., manifesting by in the Sentinel. To this and to all
close attention and vigorous applausa other criticismsprinted either in the
its appreciation of the program.
Investor" or in other periodicalsthe
FI

li

Van EycK-

The

Furniture

Weurding

Flower

Milling Com'y

•

The opening number

tvaa

a

JAMES

piano city official* merely answer that they

duet, "Poet and Peasant; Overture,'’ did not make the franchise.

1

hey de-

Shop

and Rye Flour

Graham Flour and

DANHOF

J.

Bolted Meal, Feed

•f’

played by the Misses Jeanette Mul- clare they were elected to enforce the 3 ami 4 Akeley Block, 20>‘ Washington St Chai. S. Dutton
der and Christine Van Raalte. This existing ordinances and that in case Office Phone. Bell 453 Grand Haven, Mich.
Propriotor
was followed by * half hour’s talk the people want to change the fran-

Sons of the Revolution Prof. Beards- that however as long as the franchise
lee took his audience from Maine to remains in force it is their plain duty
Vlriglna by means of beautiful col- to enforce this expressedwill of the

the popular Michigan
football coach. Many being under

Citz. Phone, 1375

the Impression that the face was that ly seeking to make

it

are apparent-

DieKema, Kollen

ft

Ten Cate

William K. Jobneton,
Defendant.

To Whom It May Concern:
Take notice that a writ of attachment was Issued In said cause

Office over First State Bank. 'Both Phones

LOUIS H.,OSTERHOUS

from said court on August

Practices in all State and FederalCourts
Office in Court House

•

Havkn

made

Michigan

I

J. MKUSKN. iXm.NKK TKNTH
ntlMna phona 1418
•r# Ml

‘The Sword of Bunker HUT respond- of the court which ought to prove
ing to an encore with ‘The Rosary." salutatory.
"The Holland City Gas company
He was accompanied by Miss Jean-

t'uurnl Avm.

MUSIC.

Ml

The Twenthleth Judicial Circuit,
Suit pending In the Circuit Court
for the County of Ottawa in Chancery at Grand Haven on the 9th day

Let us prepare you and iecura for you a responsible, permanent ------hundreds of our students
lure and certain.
If you fail you are to blame.

Kichard Lyons,
Complainant,
va.

OUR BEAUTIFUL CATALOG

Butler Platt, George H. Naah, '

Father Shaver, Jane Geniaon and
Anna Penfleld Mower, if living,

Telb all about our work. You »houid tee it 10 appradais ia Dim a a
sard and it will be wot free. Liia of hundwdi ot student* at work alM> seat
Time u money. Don’t wait
We place more yoong men and women annually « inmwfR end
Kenogrtpher*than any other two school* combinedin Wealera Mirhgae

or their unknown heirs, devisees,
legatees and assigns, if dead.
Defendants.
In Ibis' cause It appearingthat after
diligent search and Inquiry that the
.whereaboutsof said parties defend-

MVKH

aaaw*'

ant are unknown and cannot be a*
contained, and that diligent search
and Inquiry does not reveal whether
said parties are living or dead and
if dead who their heirs are or where

a

by Mrs. H. P. Burkhold-

they

which

may

110*118 PEARL ST.

Therefore on motion ot Dlekema,
A. kat baakat with nlca clean freah __
gro- Kollen ft Ten Cate, sollCftorsfor
e -lee. Don t forget the plane, comw rTvwt
complainant,it is ordered that said
•ei flerentbatreeU. Both phonee.
defendant, If living, or their unknown
heirs, devisees, legatees and assigns,
I» BOOT. DKAI.KH IN DRY GOODS AND If any or all of them are dead, shall
(rucrtH* uirg ua a vUlt ud wa will
enter their appearace respectively in
Mtafy you. 12 Weal Eighth 8t.
said cause on or before four months
from the date of this order and that
DRUGS AND SUNDRIES.
within twenty deys the complainant
cause this order to be published in
DRUG CO. DRPOGTBT ANTI the Holland City News, said publica' * pbamavlaL Full •loch of *- *•!« attion to be continuedonce In ecia
minr
huaia*«o OHIaoe* plionseek for six weeks in succession.
r nifhU. w.
Tic suit involves the Title to fve
ai-ns
from the north part of the
j kOWBURO. H. R . DEA’.ER . -8 DltLQ.4
-)-*ltrin<»paints, olio. US' -t artp-le. sc nth hilf ot the northwest fraction•jp >rta<lm.1 'lomoatie lgsra
cmimiut puonf a] \ uarier of Section 9 township 5
*1 £ K Eighth St
north of range 16 west, being loca cd
In Holland Township, Ottawa Co .n-

ing a city the size of Holland.

Miss Ruth Keppel the talented
"The basis of the resolution adopted
young vlolinlste,played "Souvenir”
is a clause in the company's franchise
by Drdla, respondingto a well-meritwhich provides for gas testing 650
ed encore with Rars “CavaUna”
British thermal units, an almost imposThe olosing number on the progarm
sible condition to fulfill. Fhe company
was a series of Hvlng pictures of colhas been furnishinggas of 600 B. 1.
onial women.
U., which is practicallythe standard
The characters, all of whom were
requirement.The mayor and his comost effectivelyrepresented were
horts seized upon this clause, however,
"Virginia Dare,” Miss Katherine Me
and taking the preientrale of 90 cents
Bride* “Pocohontas,"Mrs. J. Van
per 1,000 cubic fe;t for ga* testing 650
Patten* Jr.; "Prisclll*" Mrs. I. C.
B. T. U. as a basis, proceeded to
Sloter; "Betsey Ross,” Mrs. H. P.
make a scale of p ricis, which brought
Burkholder; “Martha Washington,”
the rate
p<r 1000 cubic feet
Mrs. P. W. Haddon; "Lydia Darrah”
for gas testing 60 j R T.
The
•Mrs. P. J. Congieton; “Penelope Pencompany claims ‘Jut such a rate would
MEATS.
wick.” Miss Hazel Clements; "Abigail
mean the confiscation of its property.
Adams," Mrs. a. 0. Gowdy; “Dolly
i M VAN DRR VEERB. 52 E EIGHTH
"It is now up to the mayor and his
* St. Eor chotcr leaks fowl*, or tanit
Madison,” Mrs. M.
Hanchett;
.rA-«n Cl! sea* phone 1043
followers to show the court that the
“Goddess of Liberty,” Mrs. J. W. Kra
rate they have fixed is just and reasonmef. The introductions to the pic- able. This they will be unable to do.
tures were made by Miss Avis Yaten.
Practical gas men say that there are
KER A DE ROSTER, DKALUDOMiss Yates brought out the point that
klnda of feoak^and aalt m«fc«s
only two cities in this country where
River Bt. Cltlienaphone 1088
although Colonial Women are generheat unit standard is set as high as 650,
ally supposed to have been very reand those cities, Lincoln, Neb., and
tiring and conservative,history shows
Springfield,III., do not attempt to enAGGAGE AND TRANSFER.
them to have been surprisingly demforce the standard. They also say
ocratic. This point she Illustratedby
that it is not possible in practiceto prothe story of Marxaret Brent, who In
duce gas showing this high percentage
1*548 'made a bold stand for twj votes
of heat units per cubic foot, but that Isaac ve schurr the umjknt par
cel deliveryman. always prompt. Also cxIn the Maryland Colonialassembly
the best results are obtained with gas orw* and bairsaire-• all him up on tee Cltir«
*
1 Mi t for quit delivery.
to which she consideredherself enshowing between 575 and 600.”
titled as Lord Baltimore’s attorney
and Gov. Calvert’s executux. She
PLUMBERS AND ROOFERS.
It has always been a well known
failed In her purpose but placed herthing in the High school that Professself on record as the first woman In
or Drew was very fond of saurkraut
America to advocate her right to
TYLER VAN LAN' KGKNn. Dealer .n
but it was not knowm until Friday that • IVltyltuillii.
tlaoollne Knirlne*.PuuipM ami
vote.
he really could not get along without it tMumliinic Suwlle*. Clla iihuneI0«K. iv W
th Htrm.
Much of the credit for last night’s
Then he greatly surprisedevetybody
entertainmentIs due to the untiring
by calling a meeting of all those that
efforts of the committee which was

i

(GRAND RAPlD5»M ICM.

<

1

l

to

U.

1

W.

t

i

t

composed of Miss Yates; Miss Martin, Mrs. Slooter. Mrs. Garrod, Mrs.

1

1

1

1

DENTISTS.

liked saurkrautfor the puipo.teof forming a saurkrautclub in the

High school.

i

A

\h. J G. SCOTT. DENTIST OUR MOTTO
1 u a-**!
r«Monabla prlcaa Cltl

ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING
. Friday officers for

the

Athretlc

school in the near future. Th; only official

statement issued so far is that no

association of the High school were lemons or onions are

appointedfor the ensuring year, at
follows: Pres. Perlier Burkholder:
Sec., Gertrude Ranters ; Sec. of Finance, Wendel Helfrick;.Treasurer,
lajulse Brusae; Recording sec; Rose
Slooter; Football Mgr. George Smith;

Mgr. Herman

Baseball Mgr. Albert

Me

Girla’ Basket Ball Mgr.

admtBed to

the

club.

tTATK OF MICHIGAN—Tli» HrobkU COBH
fuf the County of ''•ttawA
In the matter of the estate of

William Oerhpr, deceased
Having been pppointed commissioners
Clellan; to receive,examine and adjust ail claims

Brouwer;

Molo

Dick:

<nd demands »f all person* against said

arpsts bought,

M

E. 15th

street.

adopted yesterday and ev.ery
student in the high school has be
come a member of the association.

was

The local association hw Joined
InlwKhomtlc gWoclttlon.

the

81. OIimM ph0M.J74B.

WMT

EIGHTH

A

fine lot

on 19lh

size 50x132
'

A

1190

Fred T. Miles.
Circuit Court Cornmissloner.
Dlekema, Kollen ft Ten Cate.
Solicitorsfor Complainant.
Business address Holland Mich. 41-*

$600

1

6wk.

NOTICE OF ADJOURNMENT
STATE OF MICHIGAN .....

$575

’

.

.

Mncatawa where

Mantejlo Park.

St,, just west of

Oiekema Addition,

feel. High and level. Will

sell with

00 down urn) 50c a week.

I

HUh

l-eontifulh t on

Street, 2nd went of carline, on

terms like the above.
for two lota with 00 feet
1

f*et

on Van

liarite

For two large
ing

Iota

Ave.

on 20th Street, and 126
Will make three

Iota.

on south side 21st Street, and fac-

Columbia Ave.

Se vers and street paid, on Col

j
!

.

The Circuit Court for the County
of Ottawa, In Chancery.

$275

James Calek, Complainant

umbia Ave. These could be div.ded into three

lots-

A good

fifth

lot

un the south side

east nf College

Ave

of

20th street, the

Has cement walks.

vs.

Daniel Polaeck, and
ElizabethPolaeck, Defendants.

Notice Is hereby given that thi
sale of the propertydescribe in thei
notice following has been by me adJourned until the second day of December A. D. 1912 at two o’clock In
the afternoon of said day. at the East
Front door ot the Court House of;
the County of Ottawa, in the City of
i

$475

We

still

have a few

left for

on the

that prim

side of 18th street, just west

south

of River Street, which

will be one of the most beautiful resi lsmin distriota.

,

t

John Weersing

;

Grand Haven In said CountyT^and
Real Eitate and Inaniance

that 1 shall then and there sell said
propertyat public action vendue, in
aoordance with the terms of said no-

Holland, Mich.

tice.

CORNELIUS VANDER MEULEN,

1

Circuit Court Commissioner.
Ottawa County, Michigan.!
;

"CHANCERY SALE
STATE OF MICHIGAN — Ths

Circuit
!

?

i

Fred Boone

vs.

Livery, Sale and Feed Stable

and

Elizabeth Polaeck, Defendants.
Defendants.
In pursuance and by virtue of a decree of The Circuit court for the
county of Ottawa, In Chancery, made
BANKS
and entered on the 24th day of Aug.
A. D. 1912, in the above entitled
cause, I, the subserthfr.
Circuit
Court Commlssidner of said county
THE FIRST STATE BANK
of Ottawa, shall sell at public aucCapital Stock paid In ....... ..............60.00 tion or vendue, to the hiabest bidder
SurpluH and undivided proflta ............60,000 at the north front door of the Court
U. i-xltoraSecurity ...................... IBU.ooo
House, in the City of Grand Haven,
4 per cent Inu rest paid on time depoaita
Kachan gu on all hu*lu>< ta centersdomesllcand In said county of Ottawa on Thurso reign
day, the 7th day of Nov. A. D. 1912,
at 2 o’clock in the afternoon of that
day all those certain lands and prem
(J. J. Dlekema.Pres. J. W. Ileard-dee, V, P
ises, situated and being in said county df Ottawa, which are known and
dcoribed follows, viz.:

a

DIRECTORS:

•'

Vlmher. D. B.
Qea.F. Huiusr’ .g
A.

The Southwest Quarter (S.W.

Vi

Best Carri igcs, fast gentle horses,
lowest prices Special care given to
boarding horses, nther by the day or
by the

month. Always have good
SPECIAL PRICES

hor«eg for sale,

for

WEDDINti and FUNERALS

200 Central

Avenue

Cltlnn Pkoit 1034, Bell Pimm 28

•

The Holland City

News

CORNELIUS VANDER MEULEN.
Circuit Court Commlseloner,
Ottawa dmrtity. Michigan.

DRY CLEANERS
TtHK HOLLAND CLEANERS, | BA«7
I jClghth Et '•ttlssos phoas UEf. tyMt

HOLLAND, MICH.

)

of the NortheastQuarter (NE.%) of
Section Sixteen (Sec. 16.) Township
Wight (T. 8.) North, Range Fifteen
(R. 16) West, Ott&v/a County. Mich,
containingforty (40) acres of land,
be the same more or less.
Dated Holland, Mich., Sept. 18, A. D-

Daniel Ten 'ate 1912.
Yuttma. J.U. Rutgm

NEWSRAPfRirMAGAZlEST
NEWS DEPOT, 30

nicely located lot, on the load to

it inlerKiH'lNI7ih Street, ut

obone Ia97.

Thomas N. Robinson,
Cpmmiasiopers

173

ty, Michigan.

Cltixens Daniel Polaeck,

1912,

Char. H. McBkidk,

A

Lots

‘

.

the final -examinations, and they will
constltudethe board of control. A
new constitution for the association

1

’

Court for the County of Ottawa, In
Chancery.
James Calek,
Rug and Carpet Weaving
Complainant.
Luidena. Prop 'arpeu anu

leceased, we do hereby give notice that
Sirlne; Athelle Di- ‘our months from the 21th day of Octobrector Prof. Drew, In former yean er, A. 1). 1912 were allowed by said court
the atheletle Association of the High for creditors to present iheir claims to us
lor examinationand adjustment and that
School did. not have the place in the we will meet at the office of A-thur Van
atheletlcs that It ought to have but Ihiren in the City of Holland in said counnow the Association will be In touch ty, on the 24th day of December, A. D.
THE PEOPLES STATE BANK
>912, and on the 24th day of February, A.
with every move and will be the rul- 0. 1913, at ten o'clock in the forenoon of
Capital stock paid in .....................| 50,000
ing element
each of sa d days, for the purpose of ex- Additionalstockholder'sliability........ DO.uoo
Deposit or security ........ ............. luO.Ouo
The new officerswill take charg.* amining and adjusting said claims.
Pays 4 percent interest on SavingsDeposits
Dated Holland, Michigan.Oct. 25, A. D.
of their work the last Friday before

Track Mgr. Rex

mo

in

,

few students whose curiosity was
Hanchett, Mrs. Burkholder and Mrs.
aroused remained for the meeting and
Wentworth
HOLLAND City
the club so far as we can find out is
Works. Peter
ruga woven and cleaned- Carpet cleaning
HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS HOLD going to be a leading factor in the promptlydone. Carpet rags and old Ingrain

“

Exceptional Bargains

|

i

to

Opportunities» wwfc

|

reside;

would bankrupt any company operat- A LBDRT HIDDINo.— FILL TOUR MAR-

er.

Basketball

POSITIONS
pQ TOU WANT ONE?

of October, A. D., 1912.

the intricate figures of the old time ment of the city at large.
"Their latest move was the forcing JOHN 8. DTKSTRA. (U KAHT EIGHTH
dance without
break. Mozart’s
* M. Cltlienaphone 13(7— Sr
“Minuet" was played on violin and of a resolutionthrough the council
piano by Mrs. Merrick HancheU and which had for its purpose the reducing
GROCERIES AND MEATS.
of the price of gas per 1,000 cubic
Mrs. J. Van Fatten, Jr The children
drilled

16.

STATE OF MICHIGAN

/

m

were

D.

In Chancery.

ed the audience. In their dainty col- held the contentions of the company, j«vn-LUUKua.lumukh cu. as
VD- ua i-boM 1ML
these "corporation baiters"have pursu- ^
onial dresses and powdered wigs the
ed their campaign of antagonismtochildren made a picture not soon to
UNDERTAKING.
be forgotten as they went through wards the gas company to the detri-

*

on Sept. 23, A.

Expire Nov.

AND

has made an honest effort to live at
rsOoR (HUM. fOU THE LATEST POPC
The quaint and graceful minuet peace with the municipality which
lar ••n*» an<l iht neat In the mttaluline
serves.
The
mayor
and
some
members
ItliiM phone 125$. *7 Fan! Eighth 8t.
given In costume by Katherine Me
Bride, Katherine Vander Veen, Clara of the board of aldermen, however,
Thornton, Marian Tilt, Paul ' Burk- have opposed every move made by the
company. Ignoring the report of the .UMBER AND INTERIOR FINISH.
holder, WilliardLeenhouts, Harold
De Free and Roelof Pieters, delight- xpert employed by the city, which up-

—

returnable

Dlekema, Kollen ft Ten Cate,
Attorneys for Plaintiff.

ette Mulder.

from 90 cents to 82J4c

Rinck & Co.

D.,

1912.

PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS.
I

A.

23,

1912, at the suit of said plaintiff and
against said defendant,for the sum
of $137.61, and that said writ was

PROSECUTING ATTORNEY

impossiblefor the Grand

of President-electWilson applauded company to do business on a living basis. Ue predict that the mayor and
vigorously.
Mr. Daniel Kruledemer, whose those aldermen who have been engaged
in the game of badgering the gas comsplendid tenor voice is making him
favorite with Holland audiencessang pany will receivea lesson at the hands

Prices

Plaintiff.

al courts for protectionagainst the au-

who

Cheap Furniture

ve.

ATTORNEYS-AT-LAW

thoritiesof that city

SI.

The Circuit Court for the County
of Ottawa.
Bos-Bolhuls Co.,

Holland City State Bank Bldg.

boys, was a late photographof Find- of Holland, has appealed to the federing H. Tost,

im

(8-90 E.

/i

STATE OF MICHIGAN

VANDER MEULEN

C.

ored pictures shown with the reflecto- people.

The article printed by the "Invesscope, Prof. E. D. Dimnent managing the machine.- The first picture, tor" is in part as follows:
"The Holland City Gas Company
Introduced the for the benefit of the

Best Furniture
At

Middlingsand Bran

LAW OFFICE

on Historic Spots In the Thirteen chise, so that the gas company will be
Colonies given by Prof. J. W. Beards- required to furnishgas not higher than
lee Jr., Historian of Michigan Society 600 B. T. U., that is their privilege;

Good Furniture

Wheat, Buckwheat,

Walter j. UlUe,
Solicitor for Comuplainant

$1.00

Par Year

